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Party Headquarters Moving toWashington

Coming Together

Libertarian Party national headquarters is
moving to Washington, DC. The move was
authorized by a decisive 15 to 9 vote of
National Committee members polled in a mail
ballot of the Committee’s 28 active members.
Four votes were not cast or were received after
the ballot deadline.
Preparing for the possibility of such a move

under a decision reached by the National
Committee at its most recent meeting, in
Seattle, NatCom members Clifford Thies (Trea¬
surer), Paul Kunberger (Region 11), Vice
Chair Dave Walter, Chair Jim Turney and
former Michigan State Chair Janet Parks, a
professional office designer, have located a
suitable “transition” office.
Also prior to the voting, Paul Jacob, a widely

respected libertarian spokesman and a national
symbol of resistance to conscription, had ac¬
cepted the post of Executive Director of the
Party (a position technically re-named “office
manager” in NatCom deliberations). Assuming
his duties as of November 1, after leaving a
position at the Cato Institute, Jacob already
had spent three weeks in Houston being briefed
on office procedures and problems. He will be
paid $23,000 a year, an amount that had
already been budgeted for the position. The
physical move of the office is expected in
December.
As described by Kunberger, the new office

space (which rents for half of the current
$1,000 per rhonth being paid for space in
Houston) consists of one floor of a remodeled
residence at 13th Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue in the southeast section of Washing¬
ton, on the edge of the Capitol Hill area.
Kunberger said that the office site is being

This time, the Libertarian Party could be off
the sidelines and into the thick of it.
This time, the Libertarian Party and Ron

Paul, the party’s 1988 presidential candidate,
will be involved in very real politics.
This time, events are moving to fracture the

two-party system, to open presidential politics
to new and turbulent forces.
This time, if the Libertarian Party’s candi¬

date, Ron Paul, and his running mate Andre
Marrou, are on all of the nation’s ballots, and if
they speak out across the full range of liber¬
tarian concerns, they will be in a position to
attract votes which may fall away from the
older parties by the millions. They could be the
center of debates which, without them, would
be flaccid and foolish. This time they could
establish liberty as the alternative in a political
landscape of collapsing centralism. This time,
the Libertarian Party could emerge as the other
party, not just a third party.
The continuing economic uncertainties fore¬

shadowed by the stock market roller coaster,
Reagan’s inevitable surrender to higher taxes
by whatever names or means, the Gulf war,

considered transitional because its available
space may not be sufficient for growing Party
demands and projects. The entire building,
however, may become available shortly (for
the same rent as that being paid in Houston)
and that, according to Kunberger, would be
sufficient. Some libertarians may recognize
that the building is in the same block as the
former offices of Inquiry magazine.
Kunberger added that office volunteers, many

of them college interns interested in liber¬
tarianism, are already in “knee deep” supply.
The mail ballot, which authorized the move

and asked for a budget of costs associated with
it, received the following votes:
Against the move: I. Dean Ahmad (Secre¬

tary), Dave Bergland (CA), Joseph W. Dehn
III (OR, WA, ID), Melinda Pillsbury Foster
(CA), Mark Hinkle (CA), Peggy Jeney (AZ,
HI, LA, MS, NM, NV), Matt Monroe (At
Large), Tonie Nathan (At Large), Lew Rock¬
well (At Large).
In favor of the move: Ted Brown (CA),

Stephen L. Dasbach (IL, IN, KY, MO, OH,
WV), Bobby Yates Emory (AR, DC, DE, FL,
GA, MD, NC, OK, SC, TN, VA), Don
Emsberger (At Large), Stephen R. Fielder (At
Large), William Hall (MI, WI), T. David
Hudson (CT, MA, ME, NH, NY RI, VT),
Vickie Kirkland (CT, MA, ME. NH, NY, RI,
VT), Paul H. Kunberger (AR, DC, DE, FL,
GA. MD, NC, OK, SC, TN, VA), Willy Star
Marshall (AK, CO, MO, UT,WY), Sharon F.
Mitchell (At Large), Clifford F. Thies (Trea¬
surer), Jim Turney (Chair), Gerry Walsh (At
Large), Dave Walter (Vice Chair). A 16th
vote in favor, that of Burt Blumert (CA), was
received too late to be counted.

Central America, the crushing public debt,
uncurbed public spending, rampaging inva¬
sions of personal and financial privacy, and
continuing political scandals have exposed the
older parties as powerless, rudderless, un¬
principled, witless, gutless, careless and thought¬
less. They are the parties of tired political
hacks and failed political promises.
This time, people are seriously over-taxed,

dangerously over-extended, and painfully over-
stressed and over-policed. This time there is
not a single politician from the older parties
who is able to speak clearly to America’s bur¬
dened middle class. Libertarians can.

This time, it isn’t only the theory of liberty
that will be discussed. There can be discussion
of practical ways to practice it. Both of the
older parties will offer versions of social au¬
thoritarianism. This time, this country and this
people will be able to see, ifpowerfully urged to
look, the failures ofcentral authority. This time
they will be able at least to consider liberty as
the only practical alternative. This time it is
very real. This time every libertarian principle
and proposal could make good, common sense.

By Kevin Southwick

The Paul for President Committee has used
the weeks immediately following the nomi¬
nating convention to organize and reorganize
for the long haul ahead.
Two key people have been added to the

Houston staff of the Ron Paul for President
Campaign. One is Eric Rittberg, whowill serve
as advance man for Ron’s travels and also as

liaison to Students for Ron Paul, an organiza¬
tion Eric initiated during the primary. The
other new staffer is Renae Hathway, who will
act as campaign secretary.
We’re restocking our supply of handout

material—biographies, bumperstickers, bro¬
chures, etc. We’ve printed a new pocket-size

brochure. These and other campaign materials
can be ordered through your Ron Paul for
President State Coordinator (see preliminary'
list elsewhere in this issue).
Alicia Clark is organizing the state coordina¬

tors. As of this writing we can list coordinators
in 35 states. If you’d like to volunteer to be a
coordinator, contact Alicia at 3445 Monterey
Rd., San Marino, CA 91108; telephone 818-
796-8231.
To sign up as a volunteer for other activities

in the presidential campaign, contact your
state’s campaign coordinator. Ifno one is listed
below for your state, that doesn’t mean one
hasn’t been appointed since this writing. Con¬
tact the national headquarters of the Ron Paul

Continued on page 6

European Advance
Alain Dumait, mayor of the Second

District of Paris and a vice-mayor of Paris
proper, and Henri Lepage, author of the
European best-seller Capitalism Tomorrow,
have just launched the Libertarian Move¬
ment of France (MLF).
Aimed at disseminating the libertarian

message in all available forums, the MLF
will capitalize on the fact that Lepage’s
book, translated into five languages, has
popularized those ideas throughout Europe
over the past several years. Dumait while
serving as mayor in Paris also serves as the
representative in France of the American-
based Libertarian International.
Announcement of the new movement

was followed by meetings, in Paris, with
Libertarian International directors Vince
Miller and Jim Elwood and Libertarian
Party chairman Jim Turney.
At the same time. Miller was voted “lib¬

ertarian of the year” by Benelux libertarian
organizations. Previous recipient of the
award was Guy verHofstadt, vice prime
minister of Belgium, an outspoken libertarian.
In another European development, the

Libertarian Institute for Human Assistance,
based in Holland, announced that it would
contribute to the continuing effort to gain
freedom for the imprisoned Nonna Jean
Almodovar, former Libertarian Party can¬
didate for lieutenant governor ofCalifornia.

This Time...
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Letters to
Plaintive Plea

Please, when submitting letters to the editor,
TYPE THEM. Transcribing handwritten let¬
ters for our typesetter is both unsure, because
of idiosyncratic penmanship, and inordinately
time consuming. So, please, type if at all
possible and, if not, at least print legibly.

Rights
Now that the celebration of the signing of the

Constitution is over, I suggest that libertarians
concentrate on the Bill of Rights.

Steve Malmberg
Pasadena, CA

Kansas
The reason your State-by-State Delegate

Count did not add up to 193 for Paul, but rather
to only 189, is that you credited Kansas with a
single vote. In fact Kansas voted 5 for Paul,
which if listed would have totaled 193.

Douglas N. Merritt
Chair, Libertarian Party of Kansas

Issues
Contrary to what I have read in the “let¬

ters” column in the LP NEWS, I think we

should start focusing our debate onto issues
which have clear relevance to our fellow
citizens. I include among these deficit spending,
the national debt, arms control, and the threat
of nuclear annihilation, and the erosion of civil
liberties.
I cannot believe the level of debate I read in

the LP NEWS. Letters favoring infanticide,
nihilist “nobody for president” campaigns, and
the abrogation of constitutional government do
little to endear us to the average voter. I also do
not agree with those who would eschew politics
and the value of winning elections. To me,
winning elections and coalition-building is
what this movement is all about.
Given the probable collapse ofour currency,

the resurgence of the draft and of military ad¬
venturism, the persecution of drug users and
so-called “pomographers,” and other authori¬
tarian evils, is it not time to start working on
solutions to our immediate concerns rather
than obtuse philosophical issues?
Like most Americans, I do not want to live

under totalitarian rule. If we are to avoid this,
we must exercise leadership with practical
solutions that people can understand and not
fear.

Mike Stamper
Windsor, CT

Letter Bonus

Thanks to libertarian Dan Tisdale of
New Haven, MI, the editors of the Liber¬
tarian Party NEWS now have some copies
of Frank Chodorov’s Fugitive Essays to
pass along to our readers. The method we
have chosen to distribute the books is to

select, by lot, two people who have written
letters to the editor, in each issue, and send
them copies. This issue’s winners of the
drawing are Nick Schroeder, of Colorado
Springs, CO, and Randall Grindle, ofLower
Lake, CA.
Tisdale’s hope, in donating copies of this

book to the NEWS, is to revive interest in it
for all libertarians. The book is available
regularly for $4 from Liberty Press, 7440
North Shadeland, Indianapolis, IN 46250.
Chodorov, founding editor of The Freeman
magazine, is a libertarian individualist who
wrote, at one time, that “Having fixed in our
minds the fact that the State is a number of
persons who are up to no good, we should
proceed to treat them accordingly.” Fugi¬
tive Essays contains selections from his
writings over many years.

the Editor
Referendum

I suggest that the LP path to public ac¬
ceptance and electoral victory lies in the
referendum process.
The LP could propose that the voter control

the acceptance or rejection of the various party
planks through referendum.
Referendum has tremendous voter appeal.

Missouri electoral history suggests that the
American political party endorsing referen¬
dum power to the people will be very successful.
Let me give a brief example of the electoral

appeal of power to the citizen through referen¬
dum.
In 1980, an obscure Springfield, MO, bus¬

inessman, Mel Hancock, did his homework
well in crafting and organizing a constitutional
amendment by referendum. The Hancock a-
mendment limited state taxing power and
forced local government to secure voter ap¬
proval for all revenue increases. Despite total
Democrat and Republican party opposition,
the Hancock amendment passed 1,002,935 to
807,187.
I would suggest the message for the LP is

clear. The citizens are restive and will vote to
reduce the ever expanding powers of govern¬
ment on every level. The Missouri example
indicates that candidates endorsing referen¬
dum control to the voter will succeed.
Referendum as a prime policy is the answer

for the LP and more importantly for our great
nation.
Readers supporting referendum as an LP

option might wish to contact me at LP
REFERENDUM, P.O. Box 37, Chesterfield,
MO, 63006.

Joseph Costello, M.D.
Chesterfield, MO

Recruit
I completely agree with Michael Emmer-

ling's letter. Ninety percent of our efforts
should be dedicated to recruitment. York (PA)
has been a hotbed of libertarianism dating back
to 1973. Just [recently] I re-created an Ayn
Rand Club and located a dozen new people. At
the moment I’m going through registration lists
and finding new people in each ward. All this in
a town of 45,000.
They are all around us. We pass fellow liber¬

tarians on the street every day without realizing
it. The way to find them is via the letters-to-the-
editor columns, the voter registration lists, the
radio call-in shows, flyers on bulletin boards,
and by calling attention to the works of Ayn
Rand.

Walt Karwicki II
York County LP Chair

Collider
As a scientist, I am in favor of the six billion

dollar super collider and many of the big and
small science programs supported by the gov¬
ernment. As a Libertarian, I do not know how
to pay for many of them. I have not read a
statement on this by our philosophers or
leaders. It is a subject that must be faced and I
would like very much to read a statement on
this in the NEWS.

Earl Curtis
Topanga, CA

TV Letters
I enjoyed Eric Rittberg’s article “TV “Let¬

ters' ” immensely, probably because I had
contemplated writing a similar one myself.
Eric and I have crossed paths on C-SPAN
once or twice and have touted the LP’s virtue.
Eric’s right: This program is an excellent way
to give the LP exposure to thousands, if not
hundreds of thousands, of viewers!
However, there was one error in Eric’s

article which needs to be pointed out. He cited
C-SPAN’s telephone number as being 202-
628-2525. That’s only half right; only if you
live in the Eastern or Central time zones. For
those who live in the Mountain or Pacific time
zones, or Alaska or Hawaii, the phone number
is 202-783-2727.

Richard L. Duprey
Chairman, NJ LP

Advocates
This letter is for those who have wondered

what it takes to get people active in a state
party.
Over the last year I have hosted four dis¬

covery groups as a part of the Advocates
for Self-Government program. Out of these
four groups have come about a dozen new

Libertarians, and most are active. As a matter
of fact, the new Secretary-Treasurer of the
state party, Naomi Eikenberg, is one of the
“graduates.”
In addition, three others—Steve Peek, Judy

Jackson, and Jane Jackson—are all now mem¬

bers of the state executive committee.
Both Steve and Judy plan to host discovery

groups of their own soon.
I suppose someone somewhere may be

having better results with some other program,
but I haven’t yet heard about it.

I am certainly not blowing my own horn,
because I wouldn't have done any of this had it
not been" for the tremendous dedication of
Marshall Fritz, the founder and director of the
Advocates; Virgil Swearingen, who wrote the
Bible based study guide; Dave Bergland, who
wrote the book we use as a text: and many
others.

I have been using the Christian format up to
now, but am anxious to get going with a secular
group soon to see how that goes.
I would really encourage those who have

considered hosting a group to quit considering
and go for it. It doesn't all come up roses—my
first group dwindled to one (a federal em¬
ployee), but she did finish—and the results
since have been tremendously rewarding.

Dave Dawson
Wyoming State Chair

Education
Education Secretary William Bennett op¬

poses a “global perspective” in education,
claiming it will cause wishy-washy judgments.
Much more likely, however, is that a basic
understanding of world history and other cul¬
tures would dramatically reduce our baseless
paranoias. Students with global perspectives
would not be as easily misled by such simplis¬
tic propaganda as the Soviets being the pri¬
mary cause of international tension. Com¬
paring American history to Soviet history, eL
al., would provide a better foundation formoral
perspectives; i.e., judging which guy is good,
which guy is bad, or whether one is simply less
evil than the other.
During its 20 decades, our regime rational¬

ized and institutionalized human slavery and
racial prejudice; violated over 300 treaties with
natives and killed millions of them with armed
aggression, germ warfare, drug addiction, star¬
vation, and exposure; endured one of history’s
most brutal civil wars imposing the will of the
central government .on the South; destroyed
the families and businesses of tens of thousands
of Japanese-Americans with concentration
camps; subverted the governments of Gua¬
temala, Nicaragua, Iran, Chile, China, Cuba,
Viet Nam, et. al.; and plotted the assassina¬
tions of some of their leaders.
Today the United States stifles dissent by

denying visas for foreigners critical of US
policies, threatening to deport others, and
applying direct and indirect censorship of the
media. Through arbitrary interpretations and
unequal enforcement of the law and selective
defense of civil liberties, it has effectively
established a state religion, a state morality, a
state approved code of personal behavior, a
state approved political opinion, and turned the
American people into state property. It com¬
mands a massive army, an indirect means of
reducing unemployment and providing wel¬
fare, on a global scale, and maintains a first-
strike nuclear missile force far greater than it
needs for “defensive” purposes. It funds a
CIA/DOD/DEA network of international sub¬
version, intimidation, and bribery.
A global perspective in education will in¬

evitably lead to more protests over abuses of
power by all governments, including our own
self-righteous “City on a hill.” Keeping Amer¬
ica misinformed and ignorant of international,

political, and cultural realities is clearly a
major function of our government dominated
school systems.

Nick Schroeder
Colorado Springs, CO

Vices
“Choose Words Carefully”, says Gerald

Schneider in his July/August article. Indeed.
That’s why we should reject his replacement of
“victimless crimes” with “personal vices.”
For example, many governments have made

it a crime to appear out of doors in the costume
that nature gave to humans. The majority
culture practices the “cult of lust and shame”
and considers the nude human body to be sinful
and evil, a vice, something that must be hidden
except in extreme privacy. But there is a
substantial subculture in the world which re¬

jects the cult of lust and shame, and does not
consider social nudity to be a vice. Indeed,
many naturists regard outdoor nudity as
healthy and life-enhancing, and the rational
way to swim and sunbathe.
When libertarians start calling skinny-dip-

ping a “personal vice,” they join the forces of
irrational cultural and religious oppression.
When I sunbathe in my back yard, the state has
no business dictating to me what to wear, even
if I wish to wear nothing. Nudity makes me
neither an evil person nor a victim. When liber¬
tarians make the value judgment of calling
nudity a vice, it gives statists the excuse to send
in the vice squad to haul nudists and naturists
off to prison for daring to practice their peace¬
ful method of health and recreation.
Libertarians should avoid calling any type of

peaceful activity a “vice.” Some may privately
regard certain practices as evil, but this must
not be an organized libertarian view. If liber¬
tarians start dictating which lifestyle is good
and which is evil, then the movement will not
only lose allies such as naturists, but will
contradict its own principle of liberty and
rationality. The only practice libertarians
should call a “vice” is the use of force.

Fred Foldvary
Berkeley, CA

Bookstore
Saturday, I attended the Southern California

Libertarian Delegate Caucus, in Orange County.
While there, I saw a recent issue ofLibertarian
Party NEWS which mentioned Jim Peron’s
claim that Free Forum Books is the only store¬
front libertarian bookstore in the United States.
While that claim was true until recently, I
would humbly request that you inform LP
NEWS readers that Southern California now

has a storefront libertarian bookstore; namely,
The Renaissance Bookshop, 3688 Sunnyside
Drive, Riverside, CA 92506. It’s two blocks
west of the Interstate 91 Freeway, Central
Ave. exit.

Gene Berkman
Riverside, CA

CORRECTION

In an extremely unfortunate typograph¬
ical error, Russell Means’ offer to share
the fees of $2,500 campus speaking en¬
gagements arranged by Libertarian Party
groups was printed as $55. The actual
amount which Means has offered to re¬

turn to LP arrangers as an agent commis¬
sion is $500.
In a note on her successful effort to

abolish a local fire district, Lou Villadsen
was identified as “he.”

The correct address for FIFE treasurer

Margot Hamilton is 605 155th Av., S.E.,
Bellevue WA 98007.
The correct phone number for Friends

of Norma Jean is 213-389-4495.
The correct presidential candidate vote

for the Oregon delegation is 4 votes for
Paul, 2 votes for Means, 2 votes for Lewis
and no votes for Glenn.
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Think About It—Now
Our movement should have as its goal the

fulfillment of the ideal of the free and in¬
dependent entrepreneur.

To accomplish this, our movement must
destroy the prevalent statist paradigm and
erect, in its stead, a new paradigm of liberty
for all people. Our movement must avoid the
faulty strategy of conservatives, whose ac¬
ceptance of statist premises has caused their

movement’s educational and single-issue ac¬
tivist arms. We should also support—with
time and money—the Libertarian Party, the
movement’s mass action arm. The Libertarian
Party is a vital organ of the libertarian
movement, even if it never elects anyone to
major office. It exposes large numbers of
people, whose interest in questions ofgovern¬
ment intervention is limited to election time, to

proposals to be simply moderate versions of free market ideas. And when we do get a
the original statist schemes. Our movement
must struggle for the realization of the prin¬
ciple of the free market rather than settle for
immediately obtainable reforms. For, asAileen
Kradtor writes, ‘to criticize the [radical] agi¬
tator for not trimming his demands to the
immediately realizable—that is, for not acting
as a politician—is to miss thepoint...the more
extreme demand of the agitator makes the
politician’s demand seem acceptable andper¬
haps desirable in the sense that the adversary
may prefer to give up halfa loaf rather than
the whole. Also, the agitator helps define the
value, the principle, for which the politician
bargains. The ethical valuesplaced on various
possible political courses are put there partly
by agitators working on public opinion that
creates public possibilities. ’

Such a movement already exists, the liber¬
tarian movement. Libertarianism offers the
only systematic worldview that supports the
ideal of the free and independent business¬
man. It only remains for businessmen to
support this movement. How each business¬
man can best support it depends on his own
abilities and resources.

Businessmen should not only support the

Look to Future
By Karl Hess

Although the sense of unity reported im¬
mediately following the nominating conven¬
tion is, in fact, the dominantmood of the Liber¬
tarian Party today, it is not the total mood.
On both sides, from supporters of Ron Paul

and from supporters of Russell Means, there
are some strong, lingering resentments. Some
of Ron Paul’s most influential supporters con¬
tinue to hammer away at Russell Means as
though he was an absolute enemy of freedom
rather than a recent and enthusiastic convert to
the Libertarian Party after having for many
years been an enthusiastic supporter of liber¬
tarian causes.

Giving the text of the resentments all of the
points they claim, it still strikes me as al¬
together unproductive to dwell upon them. If
either side is to be condemned it should be by
their own future actions and not by constantly
repeating past grievances. If libertarianism
does not tolerate the possibility ofgreat changes
in people then what does it tolerate? Is not the
Libertarian Party, in fact, betting its entire
future on the notion that people—most people—
can profoundly change their view of the world
through experience, observation, and reason.
The purpose of the Party, in my view, should

now be to speak as clearly and with as many
voices aspossible to all people about the peace
and properity that flows from free markets and
from the libertarian principle of non-aggression.
Of course there will be, and should be,

continuing debates regarding the applications
and definitions proceeding from the basic liber¬
tarian notion. But they could be most con¬
structively conducted as debates and not as
dogfights.
Party purges and factional fighting may

amuse some, delight others, and provide hos¬
tility outlets for a few—as well as producing
important organizational debates and decisions.
But there is more agreement than disagreement
even among the most fierce of factional op¬
ponents. And, having chosen the admittedly
problematic vehicle of a political party to carry
the libertarian message, it would now seem the
time to get on with the political agenda.

significant number of votes for a libertarian
candidate or on a libertarian issue, as with
Proposition 13 [California’s tax limitation
law], people do listen. The Party causes liber¬
tarians to apply their own philosophy to
topicalpolitical issues, and to act In sum, the
Party transforms libertarianismfrompurely a

politicalphilosophy to a movement, to aforce
for radical social change.

Business can survive, but it cannot survive
without the help of businessmen. By fighting
against interventions, however profitable, by
advocating a principled, philosophical de¬
fense of the free enterprise system, and by
becoming a part of the libertarian movement,
businessmen can, with pride, be a vitalforce in
restoring our free society. To date, business¬
men have not seen fit to do so. Whether
businessmen do so in the future may deter¬
mine, whether business, indeed, has a future.
Or deserves to.

The extended quotation above is from an
article on libertarian strategy published in
August, 1978, in Libertarian Review. It is by
Charles G. Koch, chairman ofKoch Industries,
one of the largest privately held industrial
organizations on earth.
The message is as powerful and as necessary

today as it was when written. Its emphasis on
the free market as the outward sign of our
philosophy is always welcome. But it says
something else that is particularly important as
we head toward another national political
year.
As politicians, members of the Libertarian

Party may never be able to satisfy the radical
demands of libertarian agitators. Many of the
agitators, of course, will despise the politicians
because of that. It is their temperament to do
so. And it is proper that they do so!
No matter how their barbs may sting, how¬

ever, the words quoted by Charles Koch
should be considered. It is the most radical
demands that give direction and spirit to our
political actions, to reforms, to gradual steps
toward liberty. Radical agitators are not our
enemy. (Nor are we theirs.) Those who inter¬
vene against our individual liberty are the
enemy.—KH.

Break Free ofBureaucracy
QUANTITY AMERICA’S GREAT

DEPRESSION
byMurrayM. Rothbard. I'h.I).
Was theGreat Depression the
product of unchecked market
forces? No, says economist
Rothbard, who traces the disas¬
trous effects of government
policies which led directly to the
Depression and, further, served
only to prolong this nightmare.
#1)00-1 346 pp. hnrdonvvr. SI 9.95
#9007 132 min. 2cass.S19.95

ORDER
TOLL FREE
1-800-
345-2888

KEY TO PRODUCTS
ECONOMICS IN ONE
LESSON
by HenryHazlit t
The best, most concise introduc¬
tion to economic principles and
the fallacies ofgovernment
restrictions on peaceful, private
enterprise.

ijb #4010 218paves, paperback. S7.95
^33 #4011 60minutes. 1 cassette.$9.95

SOCIALISM
by Ludwig vonMises
A devastating refutation of
government central planning,
including such topics as prop¬
erty, law, equality, science,
religion, family, morality, de¬
mocracy, war, slavery, monop¬
oly, labor, etc.
#4020 372 pp.. hardcover. $14.95
#4020 86min.. 1 cassette.$11.95

WORKING FREE:
Practical Alternatives
to the 9 to 5 Job
by John Applegath
Here is a unique handbook to
earn the living that makes
sense for your life, on your
terms. “An alternative to the
robot-like punching of the time
clock”-STUDS TERKEL
# 1204 207 pp.. paperback $6.95

QUANTITY HOW TO SURVIVE

I 1 AND PROFIT FROM
L I THE COMING

CURRENCY RECALL
by Jonathan It ice and Frances
Ciabattoni
This year, the US. Treasury has
announced its plan to replace
our currencywith newmoney
that the government can track
throughout the economy. This
excellent book shows what
results this will have and how
you should protect your
assets now.

#9003 258pp..hardcover. $19.95

Credit
card orders

only. Call anytime
Ask for a

LibertyTree
operator.

THE STATE AGAINST
BLACKS
by WalterWilliams, Ph.D.
A penetrating indictment of how
government prevents the eco¬
nomic and social development of
black Americans, whilemuv-
stricted neighborhood and busi¬
ness enterprises actually create
economic well-being.

I #1012 183 paves, hardcover, $10.95n #1013 601 Bela or VI IS.$49.95

QUANTITY

□ HOVIN A
HOW I FOUND FREEDOM

AN UNFREE WORLD
byHarry Browne
1 lere’s how you can find freedom
from governmentmeddling and
other barriers to a full and happy
life.
#300}) 107 pavc>. paixrback. S6.95

MEGATRENDS
byJohnMaisbi11
#4052 pp., paperback. $5.95
#4023 360 min.,(i cassettes, $54.95

LIBERTYTREE
NECKTIES
Handsome, all silk—a must for
any wardrobe and the perfect
gift! (Boxed)
The Statue of Liberty
#1041 Navy with Gold $24.95
# 1042 Maroon with Gold $24.95
The Thomas Jefferson
#2034 Navywith Silver $24.95
#2035 Maroon with Silver $24.95

OUR ENEMY.
THE STATE
by A Ibert JayMock
'l'h is passionate volume depicts
government’s harmful intrusions
against the peaceful and produc¬
tive harmony of the free society
and the rights of individuals.
#3010 112paves. paperback. $7.95

THE ROAD TO SERFDOM
byFA. Hayek
In the book which catapulted
him to fame, Nobel Laureate
Hayek charts how government
controls lead inevitably tomore
and more controls, destroying
individual political and economic
freedoms. ’ Here isagiratdealof
truth:'-GEORGEORWELL
#4023 248paKcs. paperback. $10.95

SUCK THE IRS
In this exciting board game,
players compete to pay the •301 1

least taxes through the use of
CPAs, tax shelters, and other
means, while avoiding audits

, lurking with every roll of the
dice.
.#9040 Ix.xetl $14.95

LibertylreeNetwork

THE EVOLUTION OF
COOPERATION
by Robert A xelrod
Can cooperation emerge in a
world of competing egoists with
no central authority? ’ ‘This hook,
ifnod. grasped, andapplied, could
liatr a profoundeffect.

■

- WALL STREETJOiREAL
#3011 24 1 p;ivcs paperback, $8.95,

□ Please rush me your free catalog of books, audio tapes, video tapes, games, and collectibles.
Method of Payment (Add $2.50 U.S. Mail/$4.00 UPS shipping):
(Calif, residents please add appropriate sales tax: 6-7V2%)

□ CheckEnclosed
Card
No

□ VISA □ MasterCard EH Am. Express
Exp.
Date

Name.

Address.

City.
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State

Signature
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LebanonChaotic, ButNotAnarchic
By Jorge E. Amador

West Beirut has "deteriorated into total
anarchy," said Ronald Reagan in a statement
read by then-presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes.
Jeane Kirkpatrick, the former US ambas¬

sador to the United Nations, asserted in her
syndicated column that, “Today Lebanon rep¬
resents the closest approximation of anarchy in
the modem world. And anarchy, as we have
had ample opportunity to observe, is not the
benign condition of natural peace described by
romantic philosophers. Rather, it is the war of
each against all described by Thomas Hobbes.”
Lebanese politics is extremely complex by

American standards. Political factions don’t
work within a neat two-party system—they
each constitute their own party. Factions, of
which there are dozens, are determined not
only by economic or ideological interests, but
also by religious, ethnic, and kinship loyalties.
Foreign armies invade almost at will to protect
specific factions or to crush them. Truces and
alliances are made and broken on almost a

daily basis.
Any attempt to sift through the multiple and

shifting relationships between Lebanese groups
is likely to be very frustrating. President Amin
Gemayel’s Phalange organization represents
many of the country’s Maronite Catholics,
who have dominated Lebanon for decades.
The pro-Western Phalange feuds with Suleiman
Franjieh’s faction, which is also Christian but
pro-Syrian. The late Camille Chamoun’s Na¬
tional Liberal Party quarrels with both Franjieh
and the Phalange. The right-wing South Leba¬
non Army serves as Israel’s buffer, absorbing
Palestinian guerrilla raids into the border zone
north of Galilee.
Among the Muslims there are Druze, Sunni,

and Shia sects, and among the Shiites are the
Amal and Hezbollah military factions. Syrian
president Hafez Assad supports the relatively
moderate Amal leader Nabih Bern, while
Hezbollah’s Islamic revolutionaries look to the
Ayatollah Khomeini for guidance, spiritual
and material. Sunni Muslims by and large
support Fatah, Yasser Arafat’s faction in the
Palestine Liberation Organization. Amal sup¬
ports Assad’s efforts to crush Fatah, but
Hezbollah cooperates with both Arafat and
anti-Arafat PLO factions. All of them oppose
Israel.
Still following? Walid Jumblatt’s Druze

militia, like Amal, are aligned with Syria, but
they fight Amal and cooperate with the PLO.
The Druze have worked with and battled
against Christian leader Franjieh, but always
opposed Chamoun and the Phalange, both of
whom also routinely clash with Amal. Got it?

So many elements are at play that it is easy
to give up, call it “anarchy,” and then use it as
an example of what happens when “anarchy”
prevails. Such facile logic hinders us from
detecting the disease that ails Lebanon.
When it won independence from France in

1943, Lebanon was the only country in Asia
with a Christian majority. Christians demanded
and got predominance in the national govern¬
ment. The president is always a Maronite, and
the National Assembly is apportioned along
religious lines with Christians of various de¬
nominations holding 54 of the 99 seats.
Lebanese Muslims were never very happy

with this arrangement. In the decades fol¬
lowing independence, their numbers grew more
rapidly than the Christians’. Today Muslims
are informally acknowledged as the majority,
but Christians still control the reins of govern¬
ment.

The government is not nearly as incon¬
sequential as we have been led to think. Its
budget more than tripled in the years 1982-86,
offering a swelling bag of goodies for com¬
peting interests to grab at. Nineteen cabinet
departments weigh down the country’s three
million inhabitants, encompassing everything
from justice and agriculture to tourism and the
fine arts. The bigger and more valuable the
bag's contents, the more it invites a Hobbesian
war of each against all for the benefits it
dispenses.
Lebanon’s problem, writes Kirkpatrick, “is

rooted in the use of force by some Lebanese
groups to impose their will on others.” That’s
true. Trouble begins when some people just
won’t mind their own business. But imposing
wills by force is the distinctive feature of
government. Anyone who doesn’t think so can
easily verify it by mailing his tax return
unfilled.
Lebanon’s Muslims resent having Christians

run the government. They feel the government
has neglected their development and favored
the Christians. Most Muslims seek a new

distribution of power and benefits reflecting the
current demographic balance. Some press for
union with Syria in a pan-Arab state.
Christians have done well by the system

and want to keep it that way. Though ethnically
Arabic, they wish to maintain a separate
Lebanese identity. By culture and history they
feel closer to the West than to Islamic Arab
nations.

Predictably, no faction wants another’s de¬
signs imposed on it. Yet that is what having a
state means. Government entails implementing
one set of policies for everybody. Each faction
can implement its own set only by also pre¬
venting the rest from implementing theirs.
Government is not the foam that stifles smol¬

dering passions and cements the community,
but the spark that detonates them and rends it
asunder.

Compromise has been tried but seems to be
out of the question. The Maronites cannot bear
the thought of giving up power to the Muslims,
while the Muslims regard as unsatisfactory any
arrangement that keeps power in Christian
hands. Each side struggles within itself over
what to do with that power.
Lebanon represents a classic failure of the

government paradigm to satisfy hopelessly
contradictory aims. When potent factions each

One of the most useful and imaginative of
libertarian publications, the Free Market Yel¬
low Pages, is out in a new, better-than-ever
edition.

Available from Dagny Enterprises, P.O.
Box 224, Long Beach, CA 90801, the $4 price
of the directory also includes the privilege of
being listed in the next edition.

The directory’s hundreds of listings range
from Agorism to Zube, an Australian liber-

try to get the central authority to carry out their
mutually exclusive goals, the outcome is
political turmoil.
The profusion of groups vying for supremacy

in Lebanon may seem chaotic, but it is not
anarchic. It is not a shortage of rulers that
besets the Lebanese, but a glut of pretenders.
Statism, not the lack of a state, is Lebanon’s
sorrow.

Amador is editor of The Pragmatist Box
392, Forest Grove, PA 18922, from which this
article is reprinted.

tarian interested in microfiche publishing. A-
long the way, the directory covers hard-line
libertarian offerings such as those of many
publishers and organizations, as well as general
enterprises ranging from health foods to hair
care, fishing baits, and computer systems. Two
Libertarian Parties, those of Florida and Il¬
linois, have taken listings in the directory.
For any libertarians who want other liber¬

tarians to know of their business, group, or
service, this is a splendid place to start.

Beg i nnet-s Introduction
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An ideal Christmas gift

"-.-A Liberty Primer by Alan Burris is,
without question, the single most
comprehensive introduction to the libertarian
movement" Hawaii Libertarian

"...This book is a great addition to
libertarian literature and ranks with

Restoring The American Dream by Robert Ringer
and For A New Liberty by Murray Rothbard"

Co1or ado Liberty

"I heartily endorse A Liberty Primer-"
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Send T-8.95 (includes postage) to:
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Local Involvement Influences Decisions
By Dick Crow

A year ago the local newspaper had a short
notice in it about the need for two volunteers
for the Woodland Park, CO, Planning Com¬
mission. Woodland Park has about 3,500
people and a growth rate of 14 percent per
year. It is 20 miles west of Colorado Springs
and has become a bedroom community. At an
elevation of 8,465 feet above sea level, the air
is clean and the politics as dirty as you will ever
find.
With a growth rate three times above what is

considered healthy in order for city services to
keep up, taxes are two times higher than on
comparable houses in Colorado Springs. I
decided to volunteer for the Planning Com¬
mission position in an attempt to keep taxes
down and to breathe some freedom into a

stifling city government.
The city council had each applicant for the

position state, before the council, why they
wanted the position and what direction each
thought that planning for the city should go. I
had the flu and made a poor presentation. The
other applicants were well-known local busi¬
ness leaders.
I wasn’t surprised when I wasn’t appointed

but a few weeks later the city notified me that
the Board of Adjustments needed three alter¬
nate members to fill occasional vacancies.
Three of us applied and were accepted. My
own application was questioned by the city
council because in the Planning Commission
presentation they found out I was a member of
the Libertarian Party. None of the city council
members had ever heard of the LP and had to
ask the city attorney ifwe were on an FBI sub¬
versives list. Assured that the LP was not on
such a list, my appointment was approved.
The first thing I found out about being an

alternate is that there is almost always a regular
member absent from the meeting. Of the first
10 meetings, I served nine times. This isn’t as
time consuming as it would seem. Most meetings
last about 30 minutes with only a couple of
them running as long as two hours. Meetings
are once a month.
The Board ofAdjustments’ primary purpose

is to grant variances to city ordinances. Wood¬
land Park recently hired a code enforcement
officer and his first assignment was to harass
people for fence setback violations. We heard
perhaps two dozen requests and all were
approved. My first real frustration was when a
man had to tear down a fence because he
couldn’t afford the $100 fee for a variance
request.
Other requests are to settle disputes when

DuPont Scorecard
Still being touted as “a libertarian Republi¬

can,” Delaware’s Pierre (Pete) DuPont ac¬
tually has a mixed bag of positions.
Here is a balance sheet of positions made

known so far:
Pro-liberty: Return of farming to the free

market; talking down the panic reaction to the
trade deficit; a well-publicized visit to the Cato
Institute whose views, he said, he values.
Leaning at least a little in liberty’s direction:

Permit people to choose individual retirement
accounts for part of their Social Security taxes;
require all able-bodied welfare recipients to
work.
Fielder’s choice: Permanent tax-supported

aid to the contras but also encouragement of
private, voluntary support; research and de¬
ployment of Star Wars.
Anti-liberty: Mandatory drug testing for all

high school students; guaranteed student and
retraining loans.

DECENTRALIZE!
Quarterly Strategy Newsletter

Sample $1.00. Box 106,
632 Cloverdale,

Los Angeles, CA, 90036

the planning commission denies requests. An
appeal can then be made to the Board of
Adjustments. Permits for home offices, vari¬
ances for setback requirements for new con¬
struction, and a request for a combination
home and office complex are some of the other
requests we have heard.
The members of the Board are realtors,

developers, and a business woman. All but one
have a healthy respect for property rights and I
doubt they would turn down a variance request
unless it violated someone else’s property
rights. This has been a pleasant surprise and
serving on the Board has been enjoyable. Had I
been on the Planning Commission I am sure I
would have had my hands full since the

This very limited and unusual coin may
become one of the most famous in numis¬
matic—or for that matter, political-
history. These coins commemorate more
than just an historic event; they represent
an ideal, a philosophy, a way of life.
The Minerva coin is a collector's dream

come true. It is ...
. . . HISTORIC. The world's first coin

ever minted in gold and silver, created and
crafted by the famous Letcher Mint. The
obverse features a sculptured bust of the
ancient goddess, Minerva, in brilliant PURE
GOLD (24K) laid over a background and
lettering in PURE SILVER (.999).

". . . the unique bi-metal silver and
gold piece will always be a signpost in
the calendar of the world, illustrating
a great step in numismatics and a great
stride for mankind in finding a garden
of Eden in this everyday world."

— CoinAge Magazine

... A VERY LIMITED EDITION. Only
10.500 coins were ever minted hack in
1973. The entire mintage was sold to
collectors. Over the past few years. Liberty
Coin Service has been able to acquire a
small quantity of these historic coins to
offer to its clients. Because of our limited

supply, we must place a strict limit of ten
(10) coins per order.
... A SOLID VALUE. Since it was minted

in 1973, the Minerva coin has already in¬
creased over 100% in price. Owners of the
8.500 coins in circulation would not likely

members of the Commission would quite likely
already believe in violating property rights with
planning and zoning.
The city staff isn’t much of a threat as they

have their hands full just trying to keep up with
daily crises. They have no time to meddle
although I know of a few who are anxious to
meddle when time permits.
In the future, having gotten my toes wet, I

may jump all the way into the mess with
another application to the Planning Commis¬
sion. It was easy for me to get a small but
important (important to the variance appli¬
cant) position on a board so as to begin
influencing people more toward freedom.
I suspect there are a lot ofsimilar positions in

part with theirs at the price at which we are
offering the last available 2,000 coins. This
rare, historic and beautiful coin can be ex¬

pected to further appreciate in value over
the years as its fame among the world's pri¬
vate collectors continues to spread.
But in addition to its historic importance,

beauty and the value of its metallic prop¬
erties, the Minerva coin is the symbol of a
little-known, new country, established in
1972 by a group of visionary, freedom-
loving libertarians.

The Republic of Minerva
On January 19,1972 the North and South

Minerva Reefs (situated 400 miles south of
Fiji, and previously unclaimed by any
nation) were occupied and claimed under
international law by the founders of the
State of Minerva. These men immediately
commenced a bold, sophisticated plan of
landfill and seawall development to literally
create from once barren reefs the land
needed for a city-state of 30,000 inhabitants.
The Republic of Minerva was dedicated

to the principles of Capitalism and Free-
Enterprise. Its government was limited to
the protection of its citizens against force or
fraud. Other world governments were offi¬
cially notified of the existence of the newly
created island and its government. Landfill
operations were proceeding apace, and
recognition had been received from the first
of the world’s countries when disaster
struck.
On June 21, 1972 Minerva was forcibly

invaded by the Kingdom of Tonga, its near¬
est neighbor, 260 miles distant. Unable to

small communities all across the country, be it
the fire district board or the library board. In a
large city such as Denver, there are 36 boards
and committees ranging from the Board of
Ethics to the Judicial Qualifications Com¬
mission. Most need help or input, and what
easier and better way for the ideas of freedom
to become known? As libertarians, most of us
just want to be left alone. Government isn’t
going to leave us alone so we had better start
influencing the decisions it makes in the quickest
and easiest way we can until we start winning
some elections. It is an easy start without
having to fight ballot access laws or having to
explain the libertarian position on drugs in 30
seconds to a voter.

effectively defend the island, its govern¬
ment was forced into exile pending resolu¬
tion of the conflict. The possibility remains
that the Republic of Minerva may yet re¬
claim its territory and if that should happen,
the Minerva coin could multiply in value
many times over.
It is only by a stroke of good fortune that

we located the last 2,000 Minerva coins,
and made arrangements to offer them at a
price which we believe offers outstanding
possibilities for future appreciation, as well
as present enjoyment.

Unconditional Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied with

your purchase, you may return these coins
within 30 days for a full refund—no ques¬
tions asked!

Yes!
Please accept my order for the Minerva Coins shipped to
the following address. 1 understand that my money will
be promptly refunded upon request within 30 days.

Qty
Minerva $35 1973 ® S125.00 =

(limit 10 coins)

Postaqeand handlinn: $5.00

Name

Total Enclosed:

Address.

City State Zip

Phone ( )

Liberty Coin Service
300 Frandor Avenue. Lansing. Ml 48912

•a Tbil Free 800-321-1S42
Alaska & Michigan (517) 351 -4720

Theworldsmost unusual
newcountry: inspiration for
themostuniqueprecious
metalcoineverminted

PURE GOLD—

10 grains 24 karat ■tfnkiiliiiiiittH
The pure silver reverse displays the
"Torch of Freedom" in frosted relief

against a mirror-like background.
The obverse features a sculptured

bust of the ancient goddess,

Minerva, executed in high has relief
in pure 24 Karat gold against a back¬

ground and lettering of pure silver (.00Q

TheRepublicofMinervaCoin

PURE SILVER

24.0 grams .999 (370 grams)
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Just How Far Can
Protectionism Go?

PAUL CAMPAIGN STATE COORDINATORS

Alabama Frank Monachelli 205-322-2991
Alaska Donnis Thompson 907-776-8721
Arizona Kathy Harrer 602-955-7247
Arkansas Allan Lindsay 501-783-1420
California Bruce Daniels 916-663-2568
Connecticut Tom Ross 203-389-8200
Florida Tom Lundy 305-855-8027
Georgia Ron Crickenberger 404-957-6825
Illinois Steve Givot 312-382-2098
Indiana Steve Dasbach 219-422-5631
Iowa Tim Hird 515-285-7942
Kansas Karl Peteijohn 316-262-4060
Kentucky Earnest McAfee 606-623-0196
Maryland Tom Matters 301-474-5639
Massachusetts Norm MacConnell 617-749-3993
Michigan Evie Warmbier 313-562-6212
Montana Rick Mason 406-442-4705
Nebraska Mark Shepard 402-390-1195

Karl Wetzel 402-390-1195
New Hampshire Scott Bowden 603-883-2688
New Jersey Richard Duprey 201-743-9425
New Mexico Margaret Mathers 505-326-6320
New York Bill McMillen 518-463-8242
North Carolina Craig Springer 919-782-6514
North Dakota Kris Brekke 701-746-6823
Ohio William Kammerer 614-488-6801
Oklahoma Loren Baker 405-799-7033
Pennsylvania Linda Paustian 215-445-6740
South Carolina Jan Morris 803-796-3161
South Dakota Jim Kaff 605-258-2117
Texas Joe Lusardi 713-784-0557
Utah Bob Waldrop 801-968-7102
Vermont Jim Hedbor 802-372-6917
Virginia Evelyn Maxwell 804-353-4864
Washington Bob Ellison 206-325-5093
Wisconsin Tom Westgaard 414-277-6063

By Lawrence M. Ludlow

Now that computer chip manufacturers have
joined their protectionist counterparts in the
auto, steel, and garment industries, it’s time
Americans began wondering where the next
blow will fall in the Land of the Free.
With a club in one hand and an envious eye

on your pocketbook, special-interest combina¬
tions ofworkers, manufacturers, and politicians
have always ganged up on hapless consumers
looking for a bargain. They’ve never under¬
stood that the reason people began trading in
the first place was to enjoy the benefits of their
individual differences. While one person ex¬
cels at makingjelly beans or Madonna records,
another specializes in producing cars, com¬
puter chips, or pleasure—which brings us to
the matter at hand.
How far can it go? If buying locally is one of

the chief virtues, should states impose trade
barriers against each other? Better yet, should
the concept be carried down to the neighbor¬
hood level? Will we be forced to do all our
shopping within a mile of our homes instead of
looking for the best price? It certainly would
maintain the local job market, at least for a few.
Wouldn't it? So what ifwe all pay higher prices
for fewer goods with less variety? But again,
why stop there? Suppose the principle of local
self-sufficiency were applied to a new area—
one of our favorite mutual exchanges—like
sex? Why not introduce legislation setting
stringent geographical limits to sexual choices?

Followed to its logical extreme—always the
acid test for a good idea—what do we have left?
In a word, masturbation. After all, if free trade
is nothing more than a peaceful exchange of
goods or services by voluntary participants for
mutual satisfaction (protectionists being against
this), then the Buy-American crowd should be
crowing loudly for sexual trade barriers. After
all, why seek abroad what can be obtained so
much closer to home?
In the end, however, we can count on

moderates (heavy on inertia) to locate a happy
middle ground. As usual, they will ensure that
nobody gets what they want. After abandoning
an early, blue-sky attempt to appease anti-
discriminationists by mandating equal appor¬
tionment of affection to members ofboth sexes

by both sexes, moderates will propose two
measures to mollify the masturbationists and
their opponents: 1) a sunset clause to protect
liaisons and marriages established before the
new laws become effective and 2) a compro¬
mise bill which restricts the choice of partners
to those living within a certain distance from
one's home. Of course the actual limits of this
free zone would vary—purely an administrative

problem. (Residents of New York City, for
example, might be restricted to one city block,
while rural inhabitants would probably have
the pick of the county.)
When the legislation is finally hammered

out, it will probably follow the course taken by
all such measures—voluntary restraints fol¬
lowed by licensing. During the “voluntary”
period, there will be an appeal to social
responsibility and civic-mindedness. Individuals
will be asked to confine their romantic wan¬

derings to limits determined by community
values.
This appeal, however, will fall on deaf ears.

Self-centered individuals, bent on personal
happiness above the well-being of the group,
will prove that strictermeasures are necessary.
Needless to say, the various media will be
scrambling over each other in an attempt to
alert the public about this new and impending
crisis.

Dating licenses will be issued by state
governments. Purchased when renewing drivers’
licenses, they will define the precise nature and
geographical limits of permissible dating. Al¬
though some states—probably Nevada and
New Jersey—will allow licensees to purchase
rights to wander in a larger territory (undoubt¬
edly for a much higher fee), in general there will
be no exceptions. To allow them would be
nothing less than discrimination based on
income.
Of course, a law is only as good as its

enforcement. Poaching w’ould be strictly pro¬
hibited. Those caught romancing outside of
their licensed zone or smuggling partners will
face suspension, increasingly higher fines, or
both. As with every new piece of legislation,
there will be a new crop of scofflaws—among
them, social misfits who relocate frequently in
an attempt to avoid the impact of the new
restrictions. As a result, there will naturally be
legislative “riders” restricting the number and
kind of relocations allowed—as always, pend¬
ing application to the proper authorises.
Of course, we will not have heard the last of

the masturbationists. Theywill continue pressing
for the ultimate in closely circumscribed ro¬
mance barriers. Every session ofCongress will
be jammed with new proposals to keep Ameri¬
cans alone and at home, and every session will
see the opposing factions line up against each
other—each dancing faster than the other in a
quest for more votes. Likewise, before each
new compromise can be worked out, some
hard-liners, unsatisfied with the prospects, will
engage in sporadic violence to make their
point—proving once again that “when all else
fails, there's always the fist.”
Ludlow is afree-lance writer inMl Clemens,

MI.

Paul
Continued from page 1

for President Campaign to find out. But if your
state is listed, please get in touch with your
state coordinator who will be handling every¬
thing in your area. Meantime, we’re forwarding
the names of all volunteers who contact us to
the state coordinators.
Thanks for your patience as we set up this

volunteer system. Alicia and the state co¬
ordinators will be calling on volunteers soon.
Ron’s eight-minute TV advertisement is

already booked on cable access TV stations in
New Hampshire. This is in advance of a visit
there by Ron. We’ll give reports on the feed¬
back in our publication On The Freedom
Trail. We’ll inform all supporters in respective
states when the ad is to air in their areas. The ad
is available on VHS or BETA to anyone for a
contribution of $100.
On his most recent swing, Ron attended a

birthday celebration of the Mises Institute in
New York City. He also had time for a visit
with New York City Libertarians.

We’re asking that everyone keep us in¬
formed of significant statewide issues so that
we can briefRon before his visits. Send these to
the campaign office.
Please be sure that all scheduling is done by

Jan Kessmann at the campaign headquarters,
713-333-1988. The headquarters address is
1120 NASA Rd., Suite 104, Houston, TX
77058.
Though the stock market ups and downs

have been a misfortune for some investors, it
may prove to be the “open sesame” that Ron
and the Libertarian Party need to attract more
serious attention.
Funny money is on the run; taxes have

become literally revolting; interventionism,
and all of the uncertainties that it creates, is on
the rise; and the Establishment is backed
against the wall. The political zodiac surely is
aligned in our favor. Maybe this is the dawning
of our Libertarian age after all.
As one of Ron’s supporters put it, “Tell

everybody!”

Li’s Second World Report of Activities
By Vince Miller
FINLAND: Roger Wessman, Li's Rep for

Finland, reports that there is a substantial
group interested in Austrian Economics at the
Turku School of Economics. He also reports
that plans are afoot to establish a new liber¬
tarian organization this fall. He is now translating
the Ll/Bob Poole “Privatization” pamphlet
into Finnish.
MIDDLE EAST: The Libertarian Inter¬

national. with the valued assistance of the
USLP Secretary I. Dean Ahmad, has launched
a new Middle East peace plan—i.e., selling the
libertarian decentralist positions of Frances
Kendall and Leon Louw’s bookAfterApartheid
to both sides of the Arab/Israeli conflict. So far
Ahmad has received positive response from
the Palestinian and Islamic groups he has

contacted. LI staff has sent copies of the book
and written appeals to libertarians in Israel as
well as to Israeli political leaders.
POLAND: Janusz Zuchowski is the new' LI

Rep from Poland. Janusz was a member of
Polish underground free market groups in¬
cluding the strongly libertarian Freedom and
Peace movement. He is now in Western
Europe and will help LI with communications
and cooperation with these groups. When
Janusz spoke at the LP Convention in Seattle,
he passionately pleaded the case for liber¬
tarians becoming involved in international
affairs and lending their support to fledgling
movements outside North America.
SOUTH AFRICA: LI member Dr. Frank

Vorhies reports that the recently-formed South
African Libertarian Society held a highly suc¬

cessful conference in the Drakensberg Moun¬
tains in northern Natal. It was attended by 150
people from many parts of South African
society and included successful black capitalist
James Mbetse who spoke about how the
socialist apartheid system crushes black entre¬
preneurs. Particularly interesting was the fact
that socialists and Marxists were invited to

give papers and participate in the discussions.
Leon Louw, who is now attempting to sell
capitalism to the African National Congress,
remarked that while the ANC had adopted
Marxist rhetoric they do not clearly under¬
stand how economies work. When he explains
this to black Marxists he claims close to a 100
percent conversion rate. (A full report on the
conference will appear in the October/Novem¬
ber issue of “Freedom Network News”).

SWAZILAND: The LI will be holding a
World Libertarian Convention in Swaziland,
Southeast Africa, August 7-13, 1988. Co¬
hosts will be Frances Kendall and Leon Louw
and confirmed speakers (besides Kendall and
Louw) so far include LP NEWS's own Karl
Hess, Barbara Branden, Hubert Jongen (Hol¬
land), and underground economy expert Her¬
nando de Soto of Peru. We hope to confirm
Zulu Chief Buthelezi very soon. Again, stay
tuned and don’t miss this one—it will be
powerful. A two-day photo safari in the spec¬
tacular Kruger National Game Park is included
in the program.
Miller is Chairman of Libertarian Inter¬

national, 9308 Farmington Dr., Richmond,
VA 23229. Phone: 804-740-6932. Annual
dues $20, including newsletter.
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News Digest
Computerized versions and variations of the

libertarian Nolan Chart are showing up in
software listings. Big Blue Disk, the magazine
on disc for the IBM PC/PC jr. and com¬
patibles, offers a political preference program
from Daniel Tobias, also noted as the com¬

piler of the Libertarian E-Mail Directory.
Lome Strider, California activist, offers a
Nolan Chart program, complete with ragtime
music, for Commodore 64 ($5, PO Box 554,
Laytonville, CA 95454, 707-984-6644). Pro¬
gram also includes a list of liberty-oriented
groups and four articles about the Nolan Chart.

★★★★★
Janies W. Lark, III, Dean’s Fellow in

systems engineering and president of Students
for Individual Liberty at the University of
Virginia, offers to operate a clearinghouse and
keep an up-to-date list of campus libertarian
groups for all who are interested. If you are in
such a group, hope to start one, or know of any,
contact Jim at 725-F Mountainwood Rd.,
Charlottesville, VA 22901, 804-295-3801.

★★★★★
Bargain sampler of popular, timely liber¬

tarian writings is offered by Gerald Schneider
who has been writing a libertarian column,
opposite offerings by Republican and Demo¬
cratic columnists, in the Wheaton(MD)News.
(That’s a suburb of DC.) For $ 15 he’ll send all
of next year’s 26 columns in monthly mailings.
Gerry says, “You will never get cheaper ready¬
made libertarian ideas written for the general
public that you can use as is.” Address him at
8750 Georgia Avenue, Suite 1410-B, Silver
Spring, MD 20910.

★★★★★
David Bergland and Dick Boddie now

have a 60-minute cassette tape on how to
present libertarian ideas. Includes 35 great
examples of 30-second responses to questions
about the Libertarian Party. Available ($5 for
single copies, less for multiples, down to $3
each for 20 or more) from Orpheus Publica¬
tions, 1773 Bahama Place, Costa Mesa, CA
92626.

★★★★★
ImprisonedNorma Jean Almodovar, out of

solitary confinement, is eager for letters. New
address: W27022, C.I.W. Miller A 54L,
Frontera, CA 91720.

★★★★★
Jo McIntyre, editorof “Oregon Libertarian,”

the state’s party newsletter, has been appointed
to the Yamhill County Landmarks Commis¬
sion which looks for sites for historical preser¬
vation. It’s an odd but interesting opportunity,
she says, “to raise the banner of liberty in a
unique forum.”

★★★★★
Cincinnati LP candidate for city council,

EmmetWinslow, is getting good attention for
a campaign he began on July 4. He plans 400
yard signs, 100 radio spots, 10,000 pieces of
literature. “My goal,” he says, “when I am out
campaigning is to show that libertarians are
friendly, regular sort of people. While my
commitment to freedom is ‘extreme’ it is
important for us to present a reasonable non¬
threatening image to the public.”

★★★★★
One of the most interesting libertarian ques¬

tionnaires ever is being distributed by R.W.
Bradford’s new publication “Liberty.” For a
real challenge to your positions and principles
send a self-addressed stamped envelope and a
request for the questionnaire to Liberty, PO
Box 1167, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
One of left libertarianism’s oldest public

forums, Black Rose Lectures, is still going
strong every Friday on the campus of MIT.
For information: 617-524-0781.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Utah’s LP chairman, Bob Waldrop, and

friends distributed 3,000 copies of an eight-
page special tabloid aimed specifically at fans
of the Grateful Dead rock band when the group
played at a Utah ski resort. He says, “We took

a serious libertarian message and packaged it
with humor and information about a popular
rock group—and found that we could sell it at
twice what it cost us to produce it [ 12 cents].”
Proselytizing for fun and profit. Not bad.

★★★★★
Libertarian Party of Alabama is selling

self-inking rubber stamps with the message
“Restore Sound $, Ron Paul for President.”
Great. You can stamp just about anything,
anywhere with them. To order the Ron Paul
stamp send $8 to Alabama Libertarian Party,
PO Box 11514, Birmingham, AL 35202.

★★★★★
Brilliant article by Alejandro A. Chafuen in

“Free Marin” newsletter ($10 for 10 issues a
year, Box 365, Kentfield, CA 94914-0367)
makes the point that a libertarian revolution is
hinted at in many Latin American countries as
governments try central planning, nationaliza¬
tion, and anti-property laws while people turn
to underground free market economy to get
things done. In Argentina, one of the most
developed countries, he claims, 60 percent of
the GNP is in the free market underground, not
registered in official statistics. In Peru, he
claims the figure is 40 percent.

★★★★★
New Jersey LP is handing out striking

handbills. Big type at top says “Government.
The Big Lie.” Text describes “addiction” to
government. Bottom line says “Call the gov¬
ernment addict hotline. Kick your habit. Break
free from government” Numbers and addresses
are given for the state LP.

★★★★★
Francis W. Poretta, chair of the Suffolk

County (NY) Society for Individual Liberty,
sparks a good idea: Collect your membership’s
letters-to-the-editors to issue as photocopied
local outreach pamphlets.

★★★★★
National committee membership chair Dr.

Matt Monroe, publisher of American Liber¬
tarian, has energetically pledged to work for a
15,000-member, $500,000-per-year budget
national Libertarian Party.

★★★★★
Harry’s War, one of the best pro-liberty

films ever made, is available on VCR cassettes
from Free Forum Books, 1800 Market Street,
San Francisco, CA 94102.

★★★★★
In “The Free Market,” publication of the

Ludwig von Mises Institute (322 Massachu¬
setts Ave., NE, Washington, DC 20002), Rick
Maybury provides a spirited reminder “During
patriotic holidays, the news media applaud the
Founding Fathers [as do many politicians and
judges!]. But rarely does anyone mention some
important facts about them: that they were
smugglers, tax evaders, and traitors.”

★★★★★
Ballot historian and activist RichardWinger

provides pointed analysis of Reagan court
appointees’ decisions regarding the rights of
political parties: “The only instance in which a
Reagan appointee to a US Court of Appeals
voted in favor of the rights of a political party
was the Connecticut case in which the plaintiff
was the Republican Party...The US Supreme
Court shows the same pattern. Neither Reagan
appointee...has ever voted in favor of the rights
of any political party, or in favor of ballot
access for independent candidates, or in favor
of the right of candidacy.”

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Libertarian Party of New Hampshire is

among many state parties reporting good re¬
sults from a booth at a state fair. Report on the
activity by Paul Siegler says that “From all
perspectives, our booth was a resounding
success. We earned a good deal of money
through the sale of bumper stickers, and from
donations. We collected enough new names
and addresses to double our current member¬
ship.” Also distributed: Ron Paul campaign
literature.

★★★★★
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South Carolina LP’s third annual Crackpot
awards for “grotesque or bizarre” legislative
proposals featured a second consecutive award
to the Speaker of the state House of Repre¬
sentatives for a tax bill which, among other
things, would force salesmen covering the state
to fill out more than 100 city and 46 county tax
returns.

★★★★★
Georgia Libertarian Party’s annual Cracked

Pot awards “for wasteful, irrelevant” legisla¬
tion were enhanced this year by a public debate
with Alabama LPers as to which state has the
worst politicians. Speaking for Alabama, state
chair Frank Monachelli graciously confined
his nominations to local and appointed of¬
ficials, saying that “We’re not going to bring in
our Alabama Legislature because obviously
it’s the worst in the world.”

★★★★★
Another libertarian award for “malignant

uses of government” (MUG) is being issued
monthly by Contra Costa (CA) LPers in their
“Abolitionist” newsletter. Name of the award:
The Ellsworth TooheyMUG, after Ayn Rand’s
magnificently portrayed, monumentally malig¬
nant enemy of liberty.

★★★★ ★

Pennsylvania libertarian Richard Fuerle
presents what he calls “the first general theory
of economics to be published since...Keynes.
[It] synthesizes the laws of economics into a
single deductive theory.” Title: The Pure Logic
ofChoice, available from Laissez Faire Books,
532 Broadway, New York, NY 10012, at
$13.95.

★★★★★
West Lafayette, Indiana’s lively LP news¬

letter, “The Trout in the Milk,” suggests a wild
libertarian cabinet. Defense: Ed Clark. At¬
torney general: Carol Newman. Interior: Karl
Hess. Agriculture: Larry Dodge. Commerce:
Jim Lewis. Labor: David Bergland. Health and

Human Services: Dr. Peter Breggin. Transpor¬
tation: Marshall Fritz. Energy: Honey Lan-
ham. Education: Steve Dasbach.

★★★★★
Society for Individual Liberty co-founder

DaveWalter offers a brilliant “save” in regard
to a quote used by and obviously favored by
Reagan interventionist spokesmen. It’s by John
Quincy Adams and says, as used by Reagan,
that “Wherever the standard of freedom and

independence has been or shall be unfurled,
there will be America’s heart, her benedic¬
tions, and her prayers.” What is omitted,
Walter points out, is the conclusion of the
quote: “...but she goes not abroad in search of
monsters to destroy. She is the well wisher to
freedom and independence of all. She is the
champion and vindicator only of her own.”
A perfect, libertarian, non-interventionist re¬
joinder that should be good for many an LP
speech! *****
Libertarian Robert O. Baures has available

a wonderful little cartoon feature called Burons
(a bureaucracy-baiting “strip ofpeople who do
it and the people they do it to”) with a
consistent libertarian message. There’s a sample
on this page. If your libertarian publication or a
local paper might be interested in using them,
contact Baures at 2351 China Gulch Road.
Jacksonville, OR 97530, 503-899-8250. In
instances where LP papers have paid for the
feature. Baures has donated the payments back
to them.

IS ABORTION AGGRESSION?
Libcrtai'an arguments against abortion and in
favor of children's rights. Literature packet:
$3. (SASE for information only.)

Libertarians for Life
13424 Hathaway Drive, #18

Wheaton, MD 20906, 301/460-4141
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This Project
By Jim Peron

When I take friends out to dinner here in San
Francisco, I take them into the heart of the
slums. I don’t take them to the finest restaurants
that Chinatown has to offer. I don’t take them
to Fisherman’s Wharf. I take them into the
middle of the district known as the Tenderloin.
In the heart of the Tenderloin is a Sizzler

Steak House that is unlike any other steak
house I know. It is run by a non-profit organiza¬
tion called Reality House West and it exists
because of federal cutbacks. The Tenderloin’s
biggest single commercial investment since
World War II was not the result of a govern¬
ment program but the result of diminished
government subsidies.
Reality House, like many other non-profit

community groups, provided a service, in this
case housing for the elderly. The group was
content to take federal funding and make do
with what it received. But when federal funding
was cut, it was forced to look for new alter-

Ring the Liberty Bell
Libertarian Party NEWS, recently, was the

2,549th caller to Liberty Bell, the rejuvenated
bulletin board service of the Santa Clara (CA)
Libertarian Party.
The service offers, for casual visitors to the

bulletin board, a first-class introduction to
libertarianism and asks callers to leave their
names and numbers for follow-up contacts.
For regular users, at no charge, the bulletin

board offers a regular electronic mail service.
The service is accessible through 408-243-
1933. It’s also a part of the Fido Network:
Fido 143/6.
Any local or state libertarian group interested

in such a service can contact Liberty Bell.
They are skilled and cooperative. The system
operators are Bod Bickford and Mike Iddings.
They can be reached by phone at 408-243-
2711. The only time that the board isn’t open is
from 1:30 to 3:30 am (PST) daily when mail is
being processed.
Another bulletin board of interest to lib¬

ertarians has gone up in Atlanta. Its number is
404-377-1141. Libertarian David Ross has

arranged for a libertarian conference section
on the board where local activists can leave
comments on projects, philosophy, or any
other matters of interest. There’s no charge for
using the board which also includes discussions
ofeverything from the paranormal to conspiracy
theories to general political discussions. The
board is part of a national system called
Paranet. David Ross’ home phone for anyone
interested in the bulletin board is 404-425-
2891.
And a reminder: There is a directory of

modem-using libertarians, the Libertarian E-
Mail Directory, $4.00 postpaid, Daniel Tobias,
4025 Golf Links Blvd, #340, Shreveport, LA
71109. Being listed in it could extend your
networking possibilities.

BBS Press Service, Inc. (BPS), produces,
edits, and distributes electronic news, audited
editorial products, and software demonstration
programs to the homes of personal computer
users through a network of independent com¬
puter bulletin board systems (BBS) in the
United States, Canada, Europe, and Australia.
BPS is a pioneer and leader in the personal
telecommunications industry which now com¬
prises fee-based on-line services, databases,
and telecommunications common carriers. The
company’s news and editorial products are
distributed free to its end users; its revenues are
derived from national advertising, fees for
delivery of software demonstration programs,
and on-line interactive surveys placed on be¬
half of research and opinion clients. The BPS
Affiliate Network now comprises over 130 in¬
dependent BBS systems serving over 60,000
on-line home personal computer users. The
company is a private Kansas corporation.
Contact: William A. Boas, Jr., Studio 53,
1409 Allison, Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-
238-4994.

Is a Sizzler
natives. Forced off the federal dole, organizers
resorted to the marketplace. First they ap¬
proached various businesses and raised almost
$1 million. With the money, they purchased a
$20,000 Sizzler franchise and they renovated
a boarded-up store front right in the heart of
one of San Francisco’s worst neighborhoods.
The change is dramatic. Right in the midst of

blight is an impressive, modem, clean res¬
taurant. The food is excellent and the prices
reasonable. And the profits are used to sub¬
sidize the elderly housing.
But other changes are even more important.

While the elderly may not have noticed a major
change, the neighbors have. Under the old
welfare program no new jobs were created, but
under the market alternative, dozens of new
jobs have been created. Dozens of people,
many of them from the surrounding neighbor¬
hood, are learning job skills. And they are
earning money, they are off of welfare, and
they are spending their money in the neigh¬
borhood.

Reality House has provided us with an
important example of how creativity and the
free market can solve many problems which
are presently left in the hands of the govern¬
ment. If those cut-backs had never taken place,
things would be quite different. Dozens of
people would still be collecting welfare. The
store would still be a dark, boarded building
attracting unsavory people. The neighborhood
would continue its decline until things were so
bad the city would finally bring in the bull¬
dozers.
Now a few times a month I walk through the

slums to buy dinner. I trade some ofmy hard-
earnedmoney for a good meal. I help improve a
neighborhood, provide jobs for the unemployed
and housing for the elderly. And when I’m
finished eating, I sit back and Jook out through
the clean windows at a neighborhood on its
way up and I appreciate those budget cuts that
spurred the human creativity necessary to turn
a bad situation into a wonderful opportunity.
Jim Peron is chairman ofthe San Francisco/

Marin Libertarian Party, and owner of the
Free Forum book store in San Francisco.

Dial-an-Anarchist
In Madison, WI, 24 hours a day, you can

“Dial-an-Anarchist”
A two-year-old group of “free-market anar¬

chists” there, organized as KYFHOTech, pro¬
vides three-minute messages on the free mar¬
ket using an ordinary answering machine, set
for “announce only,” with a number publicized
by bulletin board notes, by notes left in phone
booths, by public service radio announcements,
by a few small newspaper ads, and by word of
mouth.
The messages, which change every two

weeks, are part of what KYFHOTech mem¬
bers call their specialization “in the com¬
munications needs of the free-market anar¬

chist.” They also operate a mail-drop service
and a product development service, and pub¬
lish free-market pamphlets and a free-market
newsletter circulated in the Madison area.

Although a spokesman for the group says that
they do not feel that the Libertarian Party is the
answer, he did point out that most of the group
started out as Party members. Their own view
is that, “A nonaggressive, self-regulating free
market is the natural form of a civilized
society,” and that is exactly what their mes¬
sages reflect Dial-an-Anarchistmay be reached
at 608-244-3641. KYFHOTech may be reached
at P.O. Box 322, Middleton, WI 53562. And,
as they say, “May the market be with you, for
the state, most assuredly, is not!”

PRO-CHOICE LIBERTARIANS

"Vigilant for Women s Freedom."
Box 106, 632 Cloverdale.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
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Let’s Face It—Violence Is the Real Issue
By Alan Burris

Violence is the key issue of human relations.
Violence against our property, which in¬

cludes our bodies, is the means by which we are
deprived of liberty and human rights. Even
though it may not be visible, violence and the
threat of violence substantially affect each of
our lives every day.
Violence cuts our standard of living at least

in half, and in many areas of the world reduces
the standard of living below where it is possible
to stay alive.
Millions of people die every year as a result

of violence. The population of the world could
be fed with the enormous wealth that is spent to
commit violence or to defend against violence.
Violence is the business of politics and gov¬
ernment, as well as of common criminals.
When someone says something like, “Gov¬

ernment should require people to send their
children to public school,” he or she is ad¬
vocating violence. If you point out that vi¬
olence is being proposed, the response will
usually be surprise and denial. But, for refusing
to obey, people have been murdered, they and
their children kidnapped, and their property
seized by men with guns.
Interestingly, the same person who can’t see

the role of violence in forcing people to pay for,
and to send their children for, government
indoctrination, would have no problem clas¬
sifying as violent the action of someone who
obtained money by threatening to kill with a
concealed weapon.
Now you may be wondering why I have been

using the word “violence” rather than our

favorite libertarian word “force.” Few non¬

libertarians, or libertarians for that matter,
understand what we mean by force. Often, we
use the word force to refer to voluntary choices
such as being “forced” to face the facts.
The other reason is that notmany people will

admit favoring violence as a basis for human
relations, whereas they may feel it is alright to
force other people to do or not do certain
things.
I believe that we are on much stronger

ground when we oppose the initiation of vio¬
lence than when we support liberty, even
though the two positions are actually identical.
Unfortunately, liberty is an imprecise ab¬

stract concept. And as any libertarian who has
tried to convert the heathen knows too well, not
many people are interested in, or able to deal
with, abstract concepts. In contrast, the con¬
cept ofviolence requires little intellectual effort
or imagination. And the word violence has an
emotional impact.
It appears to me that we will be more

persuasive if we start from a position most
people agree with, or feel they should agree
with, and if we use easily understood concepts
with emotional appeal.
When asked what we stand for, we can say

that a libertarian is a person who believes that
violence should be used only for self-defense.
The big problem, of course, is to make

people aware that when they say “there ought
to be a law” they are advocating violence. But
that’s not a new problem, and when we start
with violence instead of liberty we have a
number of advantages.
We avoid having to explain, at least right

Proof Socialism Sucks
Evidence of the failures of socialism and the

successes of the free market come with just
about every edition of the news these days.
Here are some recent ones:
• In Newsweek magazine, Robert J. Sam-

uelson wrote that, “Unfortunately, trying to
humanize capitalism ceded too much power to
the state. A reaction has set in, even as
communist rulers admit their own limits. The
common struggle is to reconcile these potent,
but opposed, impulses: the recourse to the state
as an instrument of utopia and the creative
power of open markets. Adam Smith’s ghost
must be smiling.”
• The black market in Nicaragua, success¬

fully distributing goods where the Sandinistas
have failed, is reported in the Washington Post
to be the area “in which discontent with the
Sandinistas and their policingmethods, is most
visible.”
• Meantime, inNicaragua, inflation is roaring

along at up to 1,000 percent annually, exports
are declining, debt is increasing and the failure
of ideological “managers” to get things done is
becoming an open scandal.
• In Cuba—a socialist showcase, to listen

to the many US pilgrims who go there to ogle,
worship and chop cane—a Harvard demo¬
graphic study shows that in health, literacy,
public services, and infant mortality rates
Cuba did no better and, in health, did con¬

siderably worse than such neighbors as Costa
Rica, Panama, and Puerto Rico.
• One of the year’s most noticeable popular

outbursts in Czechoslovakia came in support
of five people named “The Jazz Section,”
jailed and charged with, gasp, making a profit
from publishing books and promoting modem
music.
• “Yuppies,” young people who want to live

well and are prepared to open shops and other
businesses to support the ambition, have been
sighted in China. And even Ren Zhonglin, a
national official responsible for commerce and
industry, has been quoted as saying that “in¬
dividual economic activity has become an
indispensible part ofChina’s socialist economy...”
• Writing in Individual Liberty, journal of

the Society for Individual Liberty (free to

members, $10/yr for others, P.O. Box 338,
Warminster, PA 18974), co-editor Don Ems-
berger writes, “It is my view that the emer¬
gence of reformism of the market variety within
the power elite of the USSR and China suggest
the ultimate power of two important themes of
libertarian analysis: first, the power of free flow
of goods and ideas in the world (particularly
with the controlled nations) and second, the
linkage of free market principles of trade and
self-interest to basic human nature and values.”
• Yugoslavia’s largest private business, the

metal-working firm of the four Karic brothers,
is now doing $20 million worth of business a
year, is leading the prosperous development of
the poorest area of Yugoslavia, and is show¬
casing the government’s decision to re-privatize
at least 20 percent of the nation’s economy.
Says the oldest Karic brother, Bogoljub: “It
doesn’t matter if it’s called Communist Yugo¬
slavia—this country must have a free economy.”
• In Vietnam, a Communist Party Congress

has recognized the importance of economic
incentives, private enterprises, and profit. In
Ho Chi Minh City alone, 3,000 private shops
reportedly have sprung up, employing 25,000
people. Bucks, in short, are working better than
bayonets.
• Adding some depth to reports of reform in

the USSR, Jiri Pehe, a magazine editor in
Czechoslovakia before fleeing to the US in
1981, writes in The New York Times that
“power is shifting from the bureaucracy that
derived its ‘legitimacy’ from the proletariat to
the bureaucracy that represents the middle
class and its values...middle class professionals
are more difficult to control than traditional
blue collar workers...A key to the middle class
mentality is sophisticated consumption. In
return for their labor, members of this pro¬
fessional class demand access to information,
travel and goods...Ironically it was Karl Marx
who said—the ruling Communists know this
well—that ultimately the dominant social class
always represents the dominant means of pro¬
duction. Post-industrial technology is operated
by a new class—non-proletarian middle class
professionals who consider Communism to be
an outdated ideology.”

away, that liberty doesn’t mean a major crime
wave, disastrous pollution, mass starvation of
the poor and the other images that seem to
come to people’s minds when we advocate
more freedom.
Instead, the opposition is put on the de¬

fensive when we point out that socialism means
basing human relations on violence rather than
the tolerance and peaceful voluntary coopera¬
tion that we support.
When they ask about the poor, we reply,

“Why do you believe that violence is the best
solution for social problems? Doesn’t violence
create more problems than it solves?” or
“That’s another reason why we are against
violence: it is the main cause of poverty.”
When we talk about more liberty as the

solution to poverty, people tend to think,
“Sure, the poor will be free to starve” and then
tune us out.

The trouble with liberty is that it doesn’t do
anything. Everybody knows what violence
does and is afraid of violence.
Violence is the real issue, and we should not

cooperate with the silent conspiracy to protect
the public from the uncomfortable truth. We
should expose the violence concealed by eu¬
phemisms like “require,” “mandatory” and
“regulate.”
Talking about violence can not only help

libertarians persuasively explain what we stand
for, it can help us to better analyze questions
and to keep our own thinking straight.
Violence is not an academic theory, and the

guns, clubs and prisons are not imaginary. The
ugly reality we must recognize is that we are
being oppressed and robbed so constantly that
to most people it seems normal and nothing to
get excited about.
Most people can’t even imagine what it

would be like not to be subjected to pervasive
oppression and robbery. We permit ourselves
to be robbed and oppressed because of the
threat of overwhelming violence.
Often, the lack ofwidespread obvious physi¬

cal resistance is cited as evidence that we have
agreed to be oppressed, and that there is no
violence involved. We don’t resist because we

know that ifwe refuse to obey the commands of
our oppressors, we may be hunted down by
thousands of armed men backed up by soldiers
with powerful weapons of modem war.
How many of us would pay taxes ifwe were

certain that no violence would ever be used to
collect them?
The basic objective of the libertarian move¬

ment is to reduce, to the minimum possible,
violence against the property ofpeaceful people.
Because the state is responsible for most
violence, our efforts are primarily directed at
curbing state violence.
Statist mythology should be understood as

merely an excuse for violence, to make vi¬
olence more acceptable to those who benefit,
and to reduce the resistance of the victims.
Arguments for statism should not be taken
seriously or accorded intellectual respect. The
real issue is the justification of violence. If
someone is willing to use violence against
peaceful fellow human beings, what difference
does it make what the excuse is? The question
to ask is, “Since you believe that the use of
violence to impose your social and economic
opinions on others is okay, why shouldn’t
others use violence to impose their opinions on
you?”
Believing, instead of thinking about and

understanding social issues, is a comfortable
rut formost people. Ourjob is to make many of
them uncomfortable and outraged at the state.
One way to do that is to help them become
aware of the state violence directed against
them and committed against others in their
name and with their support.
We have found it useful to point out the

absurdity of the left-right political spectrum
and offer a different, realistic political spectrum
with liberty on one end and statism on the
other.
I suggest that we may also find it useful to

offer a violence spectrum with pacifism and
arbitrary violence the extremes, and the lib¬
ertarian position of violence only in self-
defense occupying the moderate middle.
An advantage of this spectrum is that fewer

people will have preconceived ideas on the
subject which have to be overcome. The
resistance will come only after they have
agreed with the libertarian position, when you
explain the implications of their decision. If
they have difficulty digesting the idea of op¬
posing government violence, keep reminding
them that they agreed that violence could be
justified only by self-defense. Ask them if they
are willing to assault, kidnap, or kill their
neighbors to prevent them from driving without
wearing seat belts, or to control their sexual
behavior. And if not, is hiring someone else to
do the dirty work really any different?
Have fun with politicians and bureaucrats—

ask if they would ever support the use of
violence against peaceful people. If they say
no, never, you can say, “Wonderful—I no
longer have to obey your orders!” That vi¬
olence is the essence of government, is clearly
revealed by consideringwhat governmentwould
be like if it never initiated violence. If gov¬
ernment refrained from violence against peace¬
ful people, then I have no objection to poli¬
ticians and bureaucrats issuing any silly law or
regulation they wish.
Another area of agreement we have with

most people, is opposition to war except when
it is clearly in self-defense. The role of gov¬
ernment is pretty obvious in the massive
violence we call war. Governments are the
cause ofwar, not the cure. The curse ofwar can
be eliminated only by individual people through¬
out the world rejecting violence as a basis for
human relations. People everywhere must re¬
alize that they can never be personally secure
from violence unless they refrain from violence
to oppress others. The human race has a choice
between socialism, which means violence and
war, and liberty, which means tolerance, co¬
operation, and peace.
Burris is a libertarian activist in Rochester,

NY. His article was excerpted from a speech
presented to the national convention of the
Libertarian Party of Canada this year.

Book Available
By Bob Black
Neither/Nor Press (Box 8043, Ann Arbor,

MI 48107) has published an enlarged Second
Edition of Neutron Gun by Gerry Reith. Not
quite 25 when he died in 1984, an apparent
suicide, Reith had already compiled an im¬
pressive record of libertarian journalism and
activism. As an anarchist, he was ambivalent
about electoral activity, but he considered the
Libertarian Party to be one viable approach to
the liberty he so passionately craved. At his
death he was vice chairman and newsletter
editor of the Wyoming LP.
Although he didn’t live long enough to

become a major voice in the movement, Reith
contributed to such outlets as Caliber, The
Connection, and Prometheus, as well as many
anarchist publications. He also wrote short
fictions and parables, and it is these which are
collected in Neutron Gun, which he didn’t live
to see published. The book is an important
contribution to what many libertarians are now
discussing, the “culture of freedom” which
may (or should) accompany the institutional
arrangements which libertarians have tradi¬
tionally concentrated on.
Neutron Gun received favorable notices in

the small press (especially—for some reason—
in England), in a few “punk” fanzines, and
even in the Village Voice. It may be time for
Gerry Reith’s fellow libertarians to take a look
at what he accomplished in a few years of
intensive political and literary commitment.
Neutron Gun is available from the publisher
($5.95 postpaid) and from Loompanics Un¬
limited, P.O. Box 1197, Port Townsend, WA
98368.
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Letters to the Editor
Centrists

Why has the Libertarian Party been going
downhill since 1981? Bergland, Fritz, and
Mitchell have put their finger on one reason:
The LP has appealed to only the 10 percent of
the population that is ideological: hence, over
75 percent of LP members are of this “intel¬
lectual” personality type.
Yet while less than 1 percent of the popula¬

tion are Libertarian ideologues, surveys by
respected pollsters such as Mervin Fields show
that 15-20 percent of the US population is
libertarian in its thinking; that is, they show
support for the triad of pragmatic policies
concerning civil liberties, the free market, and
a non-interventionist foreign policy more than
the average person does.
In other words, the LP has been failing to

grow because it has limited its appeal to those
in the extreme upper righthand comer of the
Nolan chart (A), whereas it could have be¬
come a powerful force for political change if it
had appealed to that 20 percent of the public at
the interface between libertarian and centrist
on the chart (B).

Nolan Chart

0% 10 a X 40 50% 60 70 60 90 100%
Proposed Economic Freedom

Two libertarian institutions, Reason maga¬
zine and the Cato Institute, have proven that
they can grow in size and influence by ap¬
pealing to that segment of the population. With
our new campaign for president we can also
begin growing again by reaching that segment
of the public. But ifwe don’t do this in 1988, the
LP is doomed to fade into oblivion.

Randall Grindle
Lower Lake, CA

Norma Jean
I have contributed to candidates and causes

beyond memory but all I ever received in return
was a form letter and an envelope saying
“Thanks, send more-.” I read of Norma Jean
Almodovar’s candidacy [and] that Norma Jean
had written a book. I sent a note to pay in
advance for a copy and enclosed a very short
note inquiring about the result of the election.
(In the Peoples Republic ofOregon none of the
socialist fish wrappers that impersonate news¬
papers cover anything outside the donkey/ele¬
phant party line.)
I was shocked and absolutely flabbergasted

to receive a hand-written full-page letter in
response—from an individual under tremen¬
dous emotional stress...facing a three-year
prison term. If there are some libertarians who
consider Norma Jean a “loonie” and a “kook”
then I want nothing but...dedicated “loonies”
and “kooks” to represent me...

Gerald S. Bernardo
Aloha, OR

Apology
I would like to apologize to all who were

offended by my song, “The Social Worker
Boogie,” which I sang at the LP Presidential
Nominating Convention in Seattle. The song
was appropriate for neither the audience nor
the occasion. But my lapse of judgment in
singing it can be instructive to all of us because
it points out a common error made by lib¬
ertarians and non-libertarians alike: the con¬

fusion of libertarianism with libertinism; the
equation of liberty with license. This unfor¬

tunate distortion of the meaning of liberty,
propagated more often than not by well meaning
libertarian enthusiasts like myself, has probably
done more to damage our cause than anything
our adversaries could throw at us.
I’m especially ashamed of this gaffe, since I

came to the convention eager to share my ideas
about the need for a libertarian code of eti¬
quette which would allow libertarians of
radically different backgrounds to work to¬
gether harmoniously and productively.
Too many of us mistake our personal life¬

styles for libertarianism itself, and end up
promoting them both together as if they were
part of the same package. Libertarian atheists,
for example, often promote atheism as if it were
a requirement for being a libertarian. Yet. liber¬
tarianism offers as much to the Christian as to
the atheist, as much to the puritan as to the
libertine, and as much to the stoic as to the
hedonist. Libertarianism is a very narrow
political viewpoint, a “minimalist” viewpoint,
as Tibor Machan so aptly puts it, and speaks
only to a single issue: human aggression. This
lack of scope, rather than being a drawback, is
libertarianism’s beauty and genius. It can have
broad appeal precisely because its focus is so
narrow. We do a grave disservice when we
equate libertarianism with our own peculiar
tastes, beliefs, and practices, as I’m afraid I did
by singing a bawdy song from a public liber¬
tarian platform. Libertarianism is not a life¬
style, a religion, or a culture. It is a framework
within which all manner of lifestyles, religions,
and cultures may flourish simultaneously, side
by side, in harmony rather than conflict.
This narrowness of focus gives us the po¬

tential to attract the broadest spectrum of sup¬
porters ever gathered under one banner. But
this potential will be realized only when we
commit ourselves to working with all people,
regardless of lifestyle, religion, or culture, who
would join us in building a truly free world.
Last week I was out strolling on my lunch

break, enjoying the autumnal sun, mulling over
these very thoughts, when I came upon an “all
books 50$” box in front of a bookstore. I
couldn’t resist taking a look, and found the
1937 edition of Emily Post’s Etiquette. Ms.
Post, it turned out, had already postulated the
code of libertarian etiquette I was looking for,
and she had done it in a single sentence: “Con¬
sider the feelings as well as the rights of
others.”
I bought the book.

Will Hafer
Seattle, WA

Punks
I enjoyed the editorial on punks and prin¬

ciples. I have always found it curious that
people who considered themselves friends of
liberty were uncomfortable with people whose
lifestyles, tastes, and values were different
from their own.
My own lifestyle would be considered by

many to be a model of middle-class respect¬
ability. I am a member of the business faculty
at a small rural college. I own a neat, well-kept
home in a quiet neighborhood near the country
club. I am an officer in the local Elks lodge. I
hold several positions of responsibility in the
Episcopal church, both at the parish and
diocesan level. Etc. Etc.
Yet I have always moved freely in different

circles. I have attended social gatherings at
which mine was the only white face. I have
attended other gatherings where blacks would
have been most unwelcome. In the days when
the hippie lifestyle was in vogue, I would attend
a student pot party one evening and the
following evening attend a cocktail party at the
Dean’s home. And I was equally welcome at
all these functions.
Unfortunately, many people appear to be

threatened by difference. They see other life
styles and values as a challenge to what they
hold dear, whereas I have always felt my life
enriched by people from different cultures. But
more to the point, the cause of liberty is too
important and its disciples too few for us to

insist on cultural conformity. It is as if we are
saying, “First you must become a Rotarian (or
Presbyterian, or whatever), and then you can
join the fight for liberty.” And that is ridiculous!

Sanford W. Wood

Douglas, GA

Decentralist
I’d like to correct the impression that I

formally re-joined the Libertarian Party solely
to fight Ron Paul’s candidacy. While this was
part ofmy reason, other motivations were long¬
time admiration for Karl Hess and Jim Turney,
attraction to the candidacy of Russell Means,
and the simple realization that one third of the
subscribers to my newsletter DECENTRAD
IZE! were Libertarian Party members or sup¬
porters!

I do see the LP as a useful vehicle for
promoting a libertarian decentralist strategy of
breaking down nation states into loose, re¬
gional confederations ofdiverse, self-governing
communities. I and other libertarians are con¬

sidering starting a Decentralist Caucus within
the LP. I would even feel comfortable with
Paul's candidacy if he were merely advocating
that individuals in the self-governing com¬
munities they form have a right to prohibit
abortion.

Carol Moore
Los Angeles, CA

Ron Paul's position that state law, not
federal, should govern abortion seems rea¬
sonably close to Ms. Moore's position given
thepractical reality that there are not now any
of the sort ofself-governing communities that
she advocates. (Itmight be useful to recall that
many states legalized abortion before the
Supreme Court did it.) And, certainly, liber¬
tarians should be able to unite in advocacy of
self-government and volitional communities
in which consenting persons could make their
own rules.—KH

Tolerance
In reading the latest issue of Libertarian

Party NEWS, the letter to the editor by Colin
and Cecilia Cahoon, Salinas, CA, prompted
me to write. I have been a libertarian for all of
my adult life (20 years) and within the last few
years have been a Libertarian. This letter
epitomizes perhaps the single most important
reason why the LP does not draw more
libertarians who would otherwise become ac¬

tive members. The infighting and derision
poured by one LP’er on another turns offmost
people (please—I am not implying that all
LP'ers behave this way). In trying to choose a
path, we sometimes forget that we all have the
same goal of a libertarian society. Granted,
one path may be more effective or efficient than
another, but there are many valid paths, each of
which has its own adherents. Some may think
that this results in a dissipation of effort, but
how much effort (or votes, or new members,
etc.) is lost in attacking each other?
In contrast, I was heartened to read the

Chair’s Column in the same issue. The im¬
portance of Jim Turney’s one statement, “The
first step is to behave in a fair and tolerant
manner with our adversaries in the elections in
Seattle,” cannot be overemphasized. This state¬
ment recognizes the important of positive re¬
inforcement and the idea that—just possibly—
there may be no single pure, true, and ide¬
ologically correct way to achieve a libertarian
society.
I personally feel that if someone under¬

stands and lives by the principle that the
initiation of the use of force, and all its
derivatives (fraud, etc.), for any reason, is
wrong, then that person should be considered a
fellow libertarian. This one principle is the
distillation of what we want to achieve. Yes.
there are a number of tough questions out there
on how this principle should be applied (abor¬
tion for one), and many of us, myself included,
have our own answers. Ifwe can reach out with
understanding, we will ultimately succeed. If
we don't, our abuse of each other will lead us

nowhere.
Arthur J. Dory

Akron, OH

Tolerance
I have long been an advocate of toleration,

both as a libertarian and as a humanist. I recall
as far back as the 1975 national convention I
took out a full-page ad in the convention
program advocating toleration among the war¬
ring ideological factions with the LP. This was
not to be, and because of some, particularly the
Leninist group, the Party was to see some
rough fights.
Recently I heard Ron Paul addressing the

LP dinner meeting in San Diego, making the
point that toleration is at the heart of the liber¬
tarian approach. Of course this is true, but we
cannot yet tolerate each other!Well, let’s be as
tolerant as we can, anyway. We all have our
roads to the ultimate freedom, and they are not
all the same road.

Jack Sanders
San Diego, CA

Caucus
Michael Dunn’s letter in the July/August

LP NEWS announcing the demise of the
Libertarian Defense Caucus, deserves com¬
mendation.
It was really nice to read a Libertarian Party

faction leader acknowledge publicly his group’s
inability to carry on.
Dunn’s letter marks him a better man than

others who took monies and never fulfilled
subscriptions or printed apologies.
Mr. Dunn, no matter what I think of the

content of his caucus, shows good character by
these actions. Kudos to him.

Alan R. Turin
N. Miami, FL

Tax Rebels
I would like to comment on Jim Lewis’s

remarks in the July/August 1987 issue of LP
NEWS regarding active resistance; specifically,
tax resistance.
While I thoroughly agree with those who

advocate everyone doing what they think best
to further the cause of liberty, I sincerely
question the wisdom of overt tax defiance as a
means of protest. I would not argue with
anyone who feels compelled by conscience to
defy the IRS. However, I feel the most popular
forms of tax defiance which have been popu¬
larized in recent years have done more harm
than good.
First, I must say that I believe those who

have overtly defied the IRS and thus far
avoided prosecution have done so not because
of the sound legal or constitutional basis for
their positions, but merely because they are
[deemed inconsequential, and] are being given
enough rope to thoroughly hang themselves if
and when they become more visible.
No one does a bit of good for the cause of

liberty from inside a prison. There is no over¬
whelming public sympathy for tax protestors,
and the vast majority who serve time enter
prison as active and energetic dissidents, only
to come out broken men who are useless to

anyone. There are exceptions, but anyone who
thinks he will be an exception is probably
overestimating himself.
Who wins revolutions, the brave men who

die charging into machine gun nests, or the
guerrillas who pour a little sugar into the
enemy’s gas tanks, and then go home to bed?

Andy Barniskis
Levittown, PA

Words
Gerald Schneider’s article on critical word

choices was great. He asked for suggestions, so
I have a couple.
Instead of “major” or “older” parties I

prefer to use the term “special interest parties”
whenever I refer to the Demopublicans. It’s
very easy to remind listeners that they suffer
for each of the other special interests they cater
to.

In the Libertarian Triad, “Personal Liberty”
and “Economic Freedom” blend nicely with
“Peaceful International Independence.”

Charles M. Hart
Cranford, NJ
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State Chairs/NatCom Representatives
REGION 1
Alaska, Colorado,
Montana, Utah,
Wyoming
NatCom Rep.
Willy Star Marshall
133 W. 300 N
Bountiful, UT 84010
801-292-1155

Alaska Chair
Edward Hoch, Sr.
212 Henderson Road

Fairbanks, AK 99709-0000
907479-4593 (h)
907456-6618 (o)
Alaska Director
Angelo Artuso
Box 104073

Anchorage, AK 99510
907-344-7366 (h)
907-561-5413 (o)

Colorado Chair
Dave Daniels
85 Grant St., #11
Denver, CO 80203
303-777-7295

Colorado Headquarters
2186 Holly, No. 207-8
Denver, CO 80222
303-753-6789

Montana Chair
Rick Mason
P.O. Box 1085
Helena, MT 59624

Utah Chair
Robert M. Waldrop
P.O. Box 6175

Salt Lake City, UT 84106
801-321-7735
801-968-7102

Wyoming Chair
Dave Dawson
5010 South

Casper, WY

REGION 2
California
NatCom Reps.
Burt Blumert
851 Burlway Rd.
Burlingame, CA 94010
415-348-3000

Mark Hinkle
7178 Via Colina
San Jose, CA 95139
408-227-1459 (h)

Ted Brown
1616 N. Ave., #56
Los Angeles, CA 90042
213-257-8922 (h)

Melinda Pillsbury Foster
9547 Burnet

Sepulveda, CA 91343
818-892-5418

David Bergland
1773 Bahama Place
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-966-1211

California Chair
Mark Hinkle
7178 Via Colina
San Jose, CA 95139
408-227-1459 (h)

California Headquarters
2156 The Alameda, Suite B
San Jose, CA 95126
408-243-2711

Liberty Bell Computer:
408-243-1933

800-637-1776 (inquiries only)

REGION 3
Oregon, Washington,
Idaho
NatCom Rep.
Joseph W. Dehn, IH
P.O. Box 11692

Eugene, OR 97440
503-484-6793

Oregon Chair
Bob Fauvre
2979 Maranta St.

Eugene, OR 97404503-689-0264 (h)

Washington Chair
Karen A. Allard
6901 Narrows Lane North

Tacoma, WA 98407
206-759-1838

Idaho Chair
Barbara Sail
1709 Irene Street

Boise, ID 83702
208-344-6922 (h)

REGION 4
Arizona, Hawaii,
Louisiana,
Mississippi, New
Mexico, Nevada
NatCom Rep.
Peggy Jeny
HC31, Box 152
Prescott, AZ 86301
602-776-0737

Arizona Chair
Steve Clark
7101 N. 43rd Ave.

Phoenix, AZ 85051
602-262-6623

Hawaii Chair
Blase Harris
222 S. Vineyard St., #304
Honolulu, HI 96813
808-521-3312 (h)
808-524-2575 (o)

Louisiana Chair
Wayne Clement
2331 1/2 Port St.
New Orleans, LA 70117504-454-5111 (o)

Mississippi Chair
William Mullendore
631 S. Broadway
Greenville, MS 38701
601-334-2000

New Mexico Chair
Frank Clinard
2940 Arizona Ave.

Los Alamos, NM 87544505-662-4951 (h)

Nevada Chair
Daniel Beean
P.O. Box 12214
Reno. NV 89510
702-786-3329 (h)

REGION 5
New Jersey^
Pennsylvania
NatCom Rep.
None of the Above

New Jersey Chair
Richard L. Duprey
152 Belleville Ave.

Bloomfield, NJ 07003
201-743-9425 (h)

Pennsylvania Chair
Henry E. Haller, HI
125 Woodland Road

Pittsburgh, PA 15232
412-241-5810 (h)
412-422-4105 (o)

REGION 6
Texas
NatCom Rep.
Gary Johnson
2001 Parker Lane, #134
Austin, TX 78741-3849
512-441-6378

Texas Chair
Roger V. Gary
723 Aganier
San Antonio, TX 78212
512-732-5692 (h)
Texas Director
Dianne Pilcher
8480 Fredericksburg Rd.
Suite 102
San Antonio, TX 78229
512-694-5517 (o)

REGION 7
Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Missouri,
Ohio, West Virginia
NatCom Reps.
Stephen L. Dasbach
215 W. Third St.
Fort Wayne, IN 46808
219-422-5631

Steven I. Givot

R.R.2, One Middlebury Rd.
Barrington Hills, IL 60010
312-382-2098 (h)
312-663-1964(o)

Illinois Chair
Robert Coolidge
5755 S. Dorchester Ave.

Chicago, IL 60637
312-667-1571

Indiana Chair

Roger Strater
1593 East Mason-Dixon
W. Lafayette, IN 47906
317-463-1784

Kentucky Chair
Mitch Wayne
4013 Hayfield Way
Prospect, KY 40059
502-228-1829 (h)

Missouri Chair
Mike Hurley
3810 Bell
Kansas City, MO 64111
816-561-1334
Ohio Chair
David C. Myers
9208 Johnnycake Road
Mentor, OH 44060
216-255-8112 (h)

West Virginia Chair
Chris Fielder
P.O. Drawer 1760

Shepherdstown, WV 25443
304-263-5440 (h)

REGION 8
Iowa, Kansas, South
Dakota, Minnesota,
Nebraska, North
Dakota
NatCom Rep.
Karl H. Wetzel
9468 Western Plaza, #5
Omaha, NE 68114
402-390-1195 (h)
402-398-6610 (o)

Iowa Chair
Timothy Hird
7502 SW 17th
Des Moines, IA 50315
515-285-7942 (h)

Kansas Chair
Douglass Merritt
1124 U Street

Atchison, KS 66002
913-367-2035

Minnesota Chair
Fred Hewitt
545 Chapel Lane
Eagan, MN 55121
612-454-2115 (h)

Nebraska Chair
Karl H. Wetzel
9468 Western Plaza, #5
Omaha, NE 68114
402-390-1195 (h)
402-398-6610 (o)

North Dakota Chair
Kristian Brekke
1610 Lewis Blvd.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
701-746-6823 (h)

South Dakota Chair
Spencer C. Nesson
750 Nicollet, SW
Huron, SD 57350
605-352-4682 (h)

REGION 9
Michigan, Wisconsin
NatCom Rep.
William Hall
900 Old Kent Building
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-459-6121

Michigan Chair
Joseph P. Overton
804 Vance Road

Midland, MI 48640
517-631-0305 (h)
517-484-2188 (o)

Wisconsin Chair
Lee McConaghy
7300 Southridge Dr.
Apt. 205
Greenfield, WI 53220
414-282-5763 (h)
414-482-1200 (o)

REGION 10
Alabama
NatCom Rep.

No Delegate Allotted

Alabama Chair
Frank Monachelli
1157 lllh Ave. South

Birmingham, AL 35205
205-322-2991 (h&o)

REGION 11
Arkansas, District of
Columbia, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia,
Maryland, North
Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia
NatCom Reps.
Bobby Yates Emory
311 Jones-Franklin Rd.

Raleigh, NC 27606
919-851-6520

Paul H. Kunberger
3905 Bexley Place
Marlow Heights, MD 20746301-899-6933 (h&O)

Arkansas Chair
Frank Gilbert
P.O. Box 773
Fort Smith, AR 72902
501-785-2323 (h)
800-643-2548 (o)
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Oaks, Not Mushrooms
By Michael Emerling

Three months before the general election, a
Libertarian Party candidate files for office. He
holds a news conference in front of a federal
building. His statement catalogues the evils of
The State, stresses the importance of individual
rights, and gives compelling reasons for electing
him to office. Newspapers, radio, and tele¬
vision carry his message to the voters.
Day after day, for three months, this lib¬

ertarian speaks out at civic events, public
gatherings, high schools, and the like. He
grants newspaper interviews, appears on radio
and television talk shows, and goes before
endorsement committees.
His message gets through. Suddenly the

voters come to their senses, realize their true
interests, and catapult the libertarian into office.
This scenario is neat, simple, and wrong. It’s

the myth of mushrooms in the night.
A young boy goes to bed on a warm spring

evening. He awakens to see his front yard
covered with legions of mushrooms. Yester¬
day, the yard was uninterruptedgreen. Today,
without any effort or time, mushrooms have
sprung up. Without planning or cause. A
touch ofmagic, a hint of the miraculous have
entered his life.
Itmay be severalyears before the lad learns

the natural causes ofmushroomgrowth. Until
then, he sees magic, not science. He believes in
the Easter Bunny, Santa Claus, the Tooth
Fairy, Elves—and mushrooms that magically
spring up in the night.
As the boy matures, he discards these

childhoodfantasies. Or, rather, most ofthem.
Many otherwise mature adults nourish and
cherish a belief in the magical. They cling to
the myth of mushrooms in the night.
Everyone has dreamed ofbecoming an over¬

night success. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to

wake up one morning and find you’ve inherited
a million dollars? Or written a best selling
novel? Or become a rock star?
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to awaken one

morning in the White House to discover that
you’re the first libertarian President?
These dreams of overnight accomplishment

can be a pleasant diversion. They can fuel our
efforts to make something of our lives.
But some people forget that “the overnight

success” is a myth, and begin to treat it as a real
possibility. They rationalize and cultivate it as
“a long shot.”
In the Libertarian Party, many activists

subscribe to the myth of mushrooms. Some
never gave up their childhood longing for
magic. Others have failed to rationally examine
all of their beliefs and assumptions.
Many libertarians were captivated by Atlas

Shrugged. They remember John Galt’s three-
hour radio speech—and the effect it had on the
millions who heard it.
Some libertarians were “overnight converts.”

On the basis of a conversation or a book, these
individuals joined the libertarian movement.
These rare individuals may assume that there
are thousands more like them.

Individuals act on the basis of their beliefs
and assumptions. Suppose that libertarians
believe in overnight success, in the myth of
mushrooms in the night. What will they do?
They’ll go for publicity, media events, and

crowds to get the message out. They’ll predict
high vote totals and the election of local liber¬
tarians “any day.” They’ll beg, borrow, and
steal money to pay for brochures, white papers,
flyers, and commercials. They’ll harass every
libertarian in their area to give as much time
and money as he has. More if he can borrow.
They will raise the intensity of activists to a
fever pitch.
On election day, one thing will be clear:

They failed. They didn't deliver on their promises.
So they rationalize. They explain. And

justify.
In their wake, one finds the burnt-out pas¬

sions of dedicated activists, the mutilated
hopes of idealists, and the mortgaged futures of
those who thought they were investing in
liberty.
The revolution of 1776 was not sold out

overnight. It won’t be bought back with a quick
fix.

Recapturing liberty will take time, effort,
and planning. A permanent freedom must be
built on the hearts and minds of informed and
committed libertarians.
The Libertarian Party must recruit, educate,

and activate. We must locate those who al¬
ready agree with us and persuade others. We
must bring these individuals into the libertarian
movement and party. Then we must educate
these new libertarians. Some of them will not
see all the implications and applications of the
libertarian philosophy. Others will be impressed
with how well the facts speak for liberty.
Because of this educational program, these
libertarians will be better able to recruit new
libertarians.
But it is not enough to join and know. We

must act. To activate these libertarians, we
must give them the skills and tools necessary to
advance the libertarian cause. Theymust know
how to present libertarian ideas effectively.
How to handle a news conference. How to run
an effective political campaign. How to or¬
ganize initiatives to roll back taxes. How to
raise funds for projects.
As we recruit, educate, and activate, the

Libertarian Party is sowing the seeds of its long
term success. Not the seeds of mushrooms.
Rather those of oaks and redwoods. They take
longer to mature. But their forests last for
generations.

State Kills
War is the nation state’s most lethal

activity.
Wrong.
More people have been killed by gov¬

ernment action other than war in this
century.

The astonishing assessment has been
made in a study by R.J. Rummel, professor
of political science at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa.
Altogether, he concludes, government

non-war activity has been responsible for
the deaths of 119 million persons in this
century.

The number killed in war (international
and civil) is only 35 million.
Included in the non-war killings are the

27 million killed in theforced 1958-61 col¬
lectivization ofChina's agriculture and the
four million killed in the course ofsimilar
action in the Soviet Union, 1921-22. Also
included are the Khmer Rouge massacres
which are estimated to have killed two

million people (more than double the num¬
ber killed in the entire Indo-Chinese war!).
Indonesia’s slaughter of 600,000 persons
accused ofbeing communist andPakistan’s
killing ofperhaps a million Bengalis also
are included.

When the non-war killing is broken
down between communist and other au¬

thoritarian governments and governments
with some semblance of democracy, the
authoritarians are judged responsible for
115 million of the 119 million total, with
the othergovernments accountingfor only
four million (including such things as the
36,000people believed killed by the French
in Algeria and the 2.25 million killed after
being turned over to the Soviets by England
and the US at the end of.the Second World
War).
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